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33 Southwood Avenue
London N6 5SA

.f-"

UNIQUE FAQEt^iF NEW
HEBRI DES' tU L® SHOWN

8« iiio. 79

Dear Honor,
A brief note to pick up

a couple of threads..
When we talked in

Canberra - and it was good to meet
again and see Harry too - I seem to
remember you didn't think you ha^d
news of your RAIN.Narticleo I have
now checked up on this, having just
got back to London, and the article
was published in RAIN jnOo. 16, Oct©
1976 under the title of "Cradles
of Civilisation" , over your name©
If ..by any chance you did not receive
a copy of this number of RAIN let me
know©

The attached came to my
notice recently© You may well h§.ve
seen.lit, but in case not here it is©
sorry for the poor copy - the
original is on ibrown paper which does
not reproduce well©. In any case, I'm
sure you will know the figures
represented©

I handed over your
Solomon-Islands book
of mine in Hong Kong
an interest in string figures -
maybe the art is catching on in far
places©

All best wishes ̂  you both©

to a young frien

Seen frequently arount^ the Center^, da'
is Instructor Joan Mossman who is teachmg Cw/twr.

.;,.y of the Pacific, Cuiturdi Ecology, Worsen in Cm:
■  . ■ Cultural Perspective zud is aJ^p curfently'Wofkihg c

;her doctoral dissertation which exarhines Sbci
Changes under th^misSionizai'iOn process Tri; Maleicul
the; New Hebridei.

Ms. Mossmany is especiaily^interested in- theeffec
"of cbloniailzatiort on-the noWriernerging islarvd..natior.

'•rbiahd she plaris t6'>er^rn tp:'tHe
■  '■^urnmer to rnajce a pbotpfessay that Will refiei

,  both the Islands^rtraditionaf cuhure and t^ changt
i;.:-occurring as Indeperjdence dr^ws'near. Shi^lso;. warn

-to make a firm-'^pcurnentafy aboiit sahd.: dfawin^
'-^nd string figure|>(^upH as Yhe^wMely-k/^.v^

,  ' 'Gradie') because,sjie sa'ySi theipeopleof N^
^:'^have an incredif^e^irepVtp'Jpe: of these^i^^and sti
ly^^plctures. do not v|6hyey thdiBvcpmplexity Th
fei^nd 'drawings, done pnly by rnen/are created^ witi
y^pbtiifting a finge^ iri a cpntinijqus iipe.
ylly After graduatingi'from: Kadciiffej Ms:-Mossmai
lly^Pntlnued her education ai Stahford where sh
I'dfeceived. a mastefe degree ir^ptiIturai anthropolog'

■  , and is how a candidate for a i'fr.b. ■

Instructor Joan Mo^rrtari demonst^tes a few. of the, vstrin
^^-Figures" she learnedld tHe^ew H^rides — "The Flying;Fox,

i.*Th6 yFrS?h Water \$ihrithp" (alsd;;done^
d|QF''®?"^"9a"

whp is showing V.ry{fri the islands, the sfrihg dsedisrrtai^ifrom as^^
:  figures - .'■vWlan'/, pf these figurei.^idart outTlke t^^^haSlbifrom a species ofhibiwt. , pf these figurpi.'rtart out'llKf the W

., ''^iSjhahglng; the datterhs/itaatadj^ Hebrides strin
i^/n^;|iaures?'ar^'called -'JgCn^uW^;'Vyb^

;  expect.^jA»^dltbral heritage since pi«v<^

'it;

■'.■.'v-sjji-k

CENTER S PACIFIC S

(Univ. California,
Santa Cruz)

vol. 2 no. 3 Sept. 1978
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Milsui
Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui

Mitsui
Mitsui

(Mitsu

Aluminium Co., Ltd.
Bank. Ltd.
Construction Co.. Ltd.
Kanko Development Co., Ltd.
Lumber Co.. Ltd.
Miike Machinery Co.. Ltd.
Mining Co.. Ltd.
Mining & Smelting Co.. Ltd.
Mutual Life Insurance Company

Oil Exploration Co., Ltd.
Norin Co.. Ltd.

li Agriculture and Forestry Co.. Ltd.)

Mitsui Oil Supply Company. Limited
Mitsui Petrochemical Industries. Ltd.
Mitsui Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Mitsui Real Estate Development Co.. Ltd.
Mitsui Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., Ltd.
Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals. Inc.
Mitsui Trust and Banking Co.. Ltd.

Mitsui Warehouse Co., Ltd.
Denki Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (DENKA)
Hokkaido Colliery & Steamship Co.. Ltd.
The Japan Steel Works, Ltd.
Nlshi Nippon Electric Wire & Cable Co.. Ltd.

Sanki Engineering Co.. Ltd.
Taiheiyo Kohatsu. Inc.
Taisho Marine & Fire Insurance Co.. Ltd.
Toray Industries. Inc.
Toyo Engineering Corporation
Mitsui & Co.. Ltd.

1

J

'A "

For products or prelects regardless of size or scale, contact the Group or any of its members,
either directly or through MITSUI & CO.. LTD.. Dept. PR. C.P.O. Box 822, Tokyo

//

< .c/ ^y'//

Cat's cradle is child's play. But it helps children
to learn the importance of skilled hands in the creation of their expanding world.

Before the dawn of history mankind learned, and benefited from the fact,
that hands could create new wonders when the fingers worked together.

And that's what the Mitsui Group is all about:
creation of new wonders through synchronized, cooperative efforts of the member firms.

An idea as simple as this has made the Mitsui Group a truly international operation.
And Mitsui teamwork could, perhaps, help solve your problems.

The Miracle
of Human Hands
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Construction Co., Ltd.

Kanko Development Co., Ltd.
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Miike Machinery Co., Ltd.
Mining Co., Ltd.
Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.
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Oil Exploration Co., Ltd.
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Hokkaido Colliery & Steamship Co., Ltd.
The Jaosn Steel Works. Ltd.
Nishi Nippon Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.

Sanki Engineering Co., Ltd.
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Taisho Marine & Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.
Toray Industries, Inc.
Toyo Engineering Corporation
Mitsui & Co., Ltd.
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either directly or through MITSUI & HO.. LTD.. Dept. PR. C.P.O. Box B22, Tokyo
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/I Cat's cradle is child's play. But it helps children
to learn the importance of skilled hands in the creation of their expanding world.

Before the dawn of history mankind learned, and benefited from the fact, O
that hands could create new wonders when the fingers worked together. ^ ^

And that's what the Mitsui Group is all about:
creation of new wonders through synchronized, cooperative efforts of the member firms.

An idea as simple as this has made the Mitsui Group a truly international operation. 1% ^
And Mitsui teamwork could, perhaps, help solve your problems.

The Miracle
oS Human Hanils
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77» Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A,C.T. 2603
14.6,68,

Dear Ra^ond,

Veiy mar^ thanks for your letter; to have arrived so near
to puhlication is very exciting,

1, 8ince v;riting to you I have found that in the Tuamotus their
equivalent of To fa is only turned over 3 times!

2, I entirely agree about the translation of titles where possible,
it malces the figures even more interesting than they are already,

3, 1 have a copy of the photograph and would like to see it in the
book. The figure I think is ho,8; looking through a magnif^ng
glass I can see that the strings on the right at one end of the
diamonds are definitely tied whereas in ho,5 they are not,

4, I note the new numbering of the psiges, cutting out 73® 1>» much
better thank you,

5, I'ly naughty artist h^s gone off to a job in Sydney without giving
me the drawings as she promised. However her father is to have
a few words with her and he expects her here for the we^end,
I'll send the package as soon as I get the other two pictures.
The one you have is an extra, I think Jenny did two the same so
I was able to send it just as a sample,

6, ho, there is no need to send me the MS, especially as you have
had time to go through it so minutely, I was envisaging
publication in the lacific. The proofs Harry and X will do
together, we are rather experienced by how!

7, Yes, 1 think my introduction should be updated,

8, If you are happy to cut out my initials in Figs 42 and 43 I am
agreeable; it was only done to show where I had added to the
original but the brackets do that anyhow.

9, I have found a mistake in my copy of the original table of
comparisons; would you please check yours? Under the Carolines
"Bur-bur-ani-jau" should be on the same line as Kaunga Tete
Maori. I have done a table for the Tuamotus and 1 am gradually-
making a comprehensive one for myself which should save me a lot
of checking and hunting - 1 hope.

10, I feel that the list of figures would be more conveniently placed



after the "Constiuction of Tikopia Figures". I have looked at the
other String Figure hoblos I have and in most cases the list is nealr
the beginning,

I enclose a suggested title page and contents page hut do as you
think bestj there is no need to check again vdth me.

With our best regards*

Yours ever*



COlvTElOTS

Page

Preface: String Figures in Tikopia Social Life, Raymond Firth • • <

Introduction: The String Figures of Tikopia, Honor Maude ••>•••••

Teminology

Constriction of Tikopia Figures

1. Foi Nupu.......
2. Foi Kupu pu
5. Foi Atu......
4. Vai WgutuiRua
5. Vai Lgutu Ton I....
6. Vai IJgutu Ton II........

(etc.)

Table of Some Oceanic Comparisons with Tikopia Figures

Footnotes

References
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The London School of Economics and Political Science
(University of London)

Houghton Street, Aldwych
London, W.C.2

Telephone HOLborn 7686

5. -VI..68

Dear Honor, ^ , .

I have now had time to pick up the threads from
your very welcome letters of May 1,, 12-and 15, and my crossings.

1.- Ihe two new figures,- numhered list, comparative tahle and
altered pages arrived safely towards the end of the month,.

2. I have made all the corrections from your list- (a few you
had al±eady made in pencil). I have also chagged ulnar to
radial on_ p, 2 of your terminology explanations (letter of
1,5,. 6_8) and added the reference to Footnote 21.

Congratulations on getting the two new figures out ; sorry
they weren't clearer. Your description of kati fakafeuviake
looks right — uvi means to lift,, f^a is causative prefix,,
and fe reciprocal prefix, so the idea is 305 of a sort of
douhri" or reciprocal NavaJjo,- which I suppose is roughly
so. Anyway, it comes out , so must be so:

4. Thank you for'retyping the pages which had chants - I think
it all looks much neater this way.

5. About "Preface" ,"order of this and your introduction, i
bow to your opinion ; also as regards order of names as
authors. Maybe in the end we have done about an equal amount-
of work- though mine was mainly done forty years ago
I attach a sheet of suggested title and contents table,,

6. Your queries'" on my Preffg,ce : I think TO fa chant is
"presumably up to ten" - I have no clear memory, nor alas any
precise note,
Kume : your p^oints accepted," and corrections made acQordingJn
-the omission of ku ara etc. was accidental.

7. Owing to my bad writing there are still a few Tikopia words
to be corrected, eg. Ara k^ to popouri ; Pu Taumako (not
Taremeko) etc. I'll tidy these gp; I hadn't wanted to bother
you with them . I must also make my owh: spellings consistent",,

8. I think it would look better to have English translations
with those Tikopiia names that are translatable t eg.
PCI NUPU' (POOL ). ; TE PONU (TURTLE) ; TE KAU NGA SIKOTARA

X.-, .4. o (PLOCK OP KINGPISHSRS)
Is this agreeable to you ?



9, On p. 3 of my Preface I refer to a photograph. I think I
showed you this in London, hut cannot remember if I sent you
a print- It is of a lad displaying (and looking through) a

^^2^ 3 diamond figure, which looks to me like Vai ngutu toru Pu
Atafu (no 5.) or possibly Kaungatete (no. 8). But I am not
sure.^I think it would be interesting to reproduce, don't
you ? °

o

10.iln your major text, correcting the page nimbers after the
new figures, I have converted your earlier 73a and b into
76 and 77, apd following pages accordingly, so the last
page is now 95. I trust you agree ; there seemed no point in
the a and b since we were altering the numbers-

11. Forget about the Ulawa/fangatua point - I cannot imagine what
- it may have referred to.

12. Since I am clearing off as many jobs as possible in: prepa2>-
ation for going to Hawaii, I would like to get the whole
thing to the Secretary of the RAX, Christie, who handles the
Monographs, before the wummer vacation. So I suggest that
yota. post the Figures over by Air Freight, and allow me to
reimburse yom from my research grant, as I did before. If
jfou will let'me know the cost I can pay the sum into your
acco'unt over hexe,, 6r as you wish. I would hate to wait on
sea mail these dhys-
aIso, I snggest that the MS should go without being sent out
to you again for a final check- I think I have made all the
corrections carefully,, and we can save some time. Of course
it is essential that you should see the proofs, and I shall
mate this clear to the RAl.^Sorry if this sounds a bit
rushed after so many years,.'but I hope you will understand 1

13. A couple of small points. Your introduction is dated
7 Jan. 1967. Woxild you like to update it,. eS/pecially since
you have made some changes on page 1 ? I should be inclined,
to date both ours June... 1968 .'
Also there are a cou2)le of observations in brackets, with

'  your pencilled initials after : eg* mo, 42, Takaro^ sa Runga;
43, Unufe e rua. I resalise they areyour own explanations,,
but since so much else is your rendering, can we drop out
your initials, and just leave the observations in brackets ?

I think this covers all.the points. If you agree, I'll
get ready to send the whole,thing in as soon as the drawings
arrive-

All best regards, and to HTariy,
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TIKOPIA STRING FIGURES

RAYMOND PiRTff and HONOR MAUDE

CriA.Cu^//'3

1. Preface; String Pigures in Tikopia Social Life..,. F
Raymond Firth

2. Introductionl ; The String Figures of Tikopia ^
•  Honor Maude

-^-r^^Coustraption of Tikopia Figures. -

Some Oceanic Comparisons with Tikopia Figures......

List of Tikopia Figures

6. Footnotes

7. References



THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Telephone: 01-405 7686 (7 lines)

Telesrams: Poleconlcs, London WC2

HOUGHTON STREET,

ALDWYCH,

LONDON, W,C.2

10th May I968.

Dear Honor,

Just a note to pick up mine of 1st May which probably crossed
with your letter, for which many thanks. Yesterday I had a talk
with Christie, Secretary of the Royal Anthropological Institute, about
the possible publication of the T?ikopia string figures as an Occasional
Paper of the R.A.I, He was quite keen on the idea, especially since
in the Occasional Paper series they have had rather a lot of social
anthropology recently. I said I would try and let him have the
complete manuscript by the end of June.

If, then, you can send me the two extra figures and the complete
set of drawings, I think we can go right ahead. I eim assuming that
you may need to renumber the figures in the light of the extra two.
But if you send me a list of the renumberings, I can change them in
your manuscript here. If you have any comments on my Introduction, I
would be glad to have them. And if I may make the small changes in
your manuscript vdiich I mentioned esurlierii- i»e« taking out the material
on chants, then I can give the edited version to Christie in June.
I think it would be a good idea to publisli with the R.A.I,, especially
since they did niy and Jim Spillius's "Ritual Change" also as an
Occasional Pa^r.S
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Yours ever.

Mrs. Honor Maude,r
Austrsilian National University,
Box k P.O., N
Canberra, A.C.T.,
Australia,



Tit Arthur Cirdei
Itorrestf A.C.T, 2605

12.5.68.

Dear Raymondi

Thank you for your letter and draft of your introduction, I have
a few practical comments to make hut criticism I feel would he presumptuous -
anyhow it seems excellent to me» and to Harry,

I think your introduction should come firsti for two reasons} it is
your collection and the details of collecting* together with the notes on
its place in the social structure* should come before my discussion of the
figures and the terminology which seem to follow on in a natural sequence.
My only suggestion is that your introduction might he better called
"Preface" and that it should he followed by my effort which would he called
the "Introduction", This might he better than having two introductions^

I think also that your name should come first,

I have taken out the chants* which we agree are more appropriately
placed in your preface. I have re-typed the pages involved* >diich simpli
fies the alterations and will enable you to see how I have done them and
to make changes if you want to,

I have inserted the two new figures in ̂ diat seemed to me to he the
logical places. The new 25 comes at the end of the main tao and ta series
And also nact to a figure of single diamonds. The other new onef is now
44» before the three sided figure and figures for two players,
44

Pages after p,56 must he renumbered hut as pages 89 and 91 come out
(because of my retyping) they end up the same at page 92, Footnotes are
not affected. These I suppose will either come at the foot of the relevant
pages or in a block at the end before the list of references,

A list of the figures is enclosed with the corrections* this should
have been made originally and will simplify your checking of the numbers
in your preface,

I have felt all along that I sho\ild have made a table of comparisons
and as it is pouring with rain* br^ing the drought* I have had a happy
afternoon doing it. The figures* unfortunately* do not tally with my
earlier count so they will have to be corrected. The table should go at
the end of the text I should think* before the references.

All these I am sending under separate cover by Second Class Air Mail,

I cannot find any Ulawa reference in the Solomon figures nor is
there a Pangatua anywhere} th^ might turn up with closer scmtiny.



j^es the To fit chant raunher up to ten or to any munher? I think
moat places only count to ten and some then count ten again turning the
figure over the opposite way.

With Kvime the knot is tight in the first place* then loosened
and then tightened again; please see if you approve of my note at the
end of movement 7»

I notice tnat you have left out the "Tera ku moe" and "Tera ku
ara" followed "by "ku ara ku ara ku ara"» is this intentional?

On page 7» line 7* you have "When the knot at the hottom,,."
hut actually the knot is at the left hand side,

v;ith all the alterations and corrections, I never seen to come to
the end of the latter, you might like me to malce a final chek of your
manuBCilpt before it goes to the publisher? Hany suggests that the
East West Centre might very well be glad to publish it,, I know that
the Bishop l^aiseum have a long waiting list as Kenneth enquired about his
Tuamotu String Figures, It is quite interesting that Tikopia figures
gave me no real trouble but the Tuamotus I found most difficult, there
the mov€*nents are so different and difficult ,

I'm afraid the typing could be better, I am rather lUsty and
this electric machine is so sensitive that I am in constant trouble
with it!

With our best regards.

Yours ever.



The London School of Economics and Pohtical Science
(University of London)

Houghton Street, Aldwych,
London, W.C.2

Telephone 01-405 7686

1st May 1968.

Dear Honor)

I have now completed the draft of my introduction to the "String
Figures" and send you this copy. I will be very grateful for any
comment or criticism you may have to make. You will see that I have
taken the material about chants out of the context of the individual

figures and put it all together. I think it is better to have it in
this general context and would suggest that the bits smd pieces come
out from yoxu* draft accordingly.

I have a few verbal changes to suggest in your introduction) but
they are quite small and can wait. Do you wish my introduction to
come first or would you think it more appropriate for yours to open?

I am sorry that I discovered the extra figures so late. I hope
it will not involve any problem of renumbering. If they are to be
inserted into the general body of the text) will you please let me
know just where and the consequent renumbering) since I %fill have to
make the appropriate changes in my introduction;

I will now start to look for a publisher. It may be that when
get to Hawaii in September I can explore possibilities better there.

Honor Maude,
Australian National University)
Box k P.O.,
Csuiberra, A.C.T,,
Australia.

}, , '-it
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T.'» ■'' j ^ "• ■ .■?■ 77» Arthur Circle, V't:'' ^
Forrest. A.C.T. '

Ahfo ;ir ><1. r-i;/-. ■ , ,, -C... 26th April, 196?. " .[

Dear Raymond, .

I was very glad to get your letter and to hear that the ■'

manuscript had arrived safely, I know how busy you are so I wasn't really "•

worrying. Thank you for your kind remarks, they make the work very ' • '• '
.  '/

worthwhile in addition to enjoying itj Thank you too for the hank

payment.

I have added footnotes to the text, it does give a better idea

of the distribution of figures, and I have made a list of where the new

footnote numbers are to be inserted. I have also revised the list of

references, re-typed four pages which needed alterations ^d made a

list of mistakes, deletions and alterations. I hope I have made it

all clear.

Harry tells me that J.P.S. has not appeared for a whole year

so it doesn't' sound very hopeful for publication^ Kenneth Emory says

the Bishop Musetim has a long lag of material so early publication there

seems unlikely.

I am delighted to have Hornell's figures from the Anglo-

Egyptian Sudan, thank you very much. I am sending you Camilla's

figures from Northern New Guinea; the illustrations have come out

well but I am sure the printer moved them after I had seen the galley

proofs as they are not where I had indicated.

I am slowly checking Kenneth's figures and doing the

comparisons in between moving hoses, we have a drought here, and

sweeping up the autumn leaves. I'm itching to get going on the

Solomon Islands figure.

Christa de Coppet's collection frcmi Malaita have arrived, a ^



The London School of Economics and Pohtical Science
(University of London)

Houghton Street, Aldwych
London, W.C.2

Telephone HOLboen 7686

15th February 1967*

Dear Honor,

I owe you a deep apology for not having acknowledged before
your various letters, of which I now see to my shame there have
been three.

First, let me acknowledge receipt of the introduction and of
the text of the string figures, together with the sample drawing,
I think all this is excellent, I have not yet been able to get
down to my own part of the introduction because of pressure of
other work, but I hope to do so in the Easter vacation, I have
begun already to look out references from my field notebooks and
diary, With regard to the various points you raise*

1, I am arranging for the payment into your joint account of
£28 sterling, being payment for £12 sterling typing and £16 sterling
(i,e, £20 Australian) drawings. It is very good to have had this
woik done professionally,

2, I think we should have footnotes and references for comparisons
in the text, I take it you will supply these.

3, I think there shoiild be an index to the figures,
this will come at the proof stage.

I take it

4» I will make the variotas additions etc, to your text, as you ask,

5, I have not yet been able to trace the "essential first figure"
in the Solomon Island series you mention, I am sorry about this.
It is such a long while ago and my material has passed throu£^ so many
vicissitudes that I am surprised it has endured, "Mottl Kiwi" is taken
from Johannes Andersen's Maori book, illustrated on his p, 94, It is,
as you say, four diamonds! (At the time I collected all these
figures I was using Andersen as my guide, hence the unexplained Maori
irGXSlSy •



6, I have still to write around in regard to possihle publication,
but will get on to this when I start my own piece of the work.

7. In going throu^ my papers recently I came across a reprint of
Homell's "String Figures fran the Anglo»Egyptian Sudan" in Sudan Notes
and Records of 1940. I expect you know this but in case you do not
have a copy I send it herewith.

Once again, let me express my gratitude and admiration for all the
woric you have done on the Tikopia figures, I will try and get on to
my part now, ^

Yours-^er,

Mrs, Honor Maude,
77 Arthrir Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,
Australia,



77» Arthur CiroLe,

Po??rest» A,G,T.

22.1.67.

Dear Raymond*

There is a third well knovm figure which I fed. should hasre

a special mention in the introduction, I can't thirk how I missed it,

so I enclose a paragraph for insertion please.

I am woiking on Kenneth Emory's collection fjrom the Tumotus,

I have finished a rou^ draft of them all and have a young typist who

comes to the house two or three times a wedc and x/oiks with me which

is gciiig to he much more satisfactoiy, and a good deal cheaper, than

putting it out for tj^ing. Having got well ahead with this lot I

have heen looking at your Solomon Island collection, a marvellous one,

and intend doing it next.

You have made very rough notes and sketches of a series of

figures which is found elsewhere, with all kinds of variations, and I

can make out rraite a lot of it hut the essential first figure I

cannot find; all the others are on tw pages of a lined note hlock.

The only note I con see, which appears to he j^pcsite merely sayst

"Raurau'a = motu kiwi made in native way. A figure called Motu

Kiwi I cannot find either. Can you remember if it is a figure cf

four diamonds because that is what I think it should be?

Daniel de Coppet writes to Hany that his wife* e 57 figures



are "belas typed aid '.d.11 be sent to me for me to arrange publication.

Would it be a good idea to include them In a book \d.th, your collection?.

I worked out all but two of Dr laade's film of stzdng figures

and th^ are being i^yped. The idea is that the manuscript should be

kept with the fllra but I feel it should also be publisjaed so that it

can be uaec'. for oomxiarative purp<3se8> theie ulioxild also be uraijings.

I may be able to pursuade the Institute for Aboriginal Studies to

print it but they were not keen x^hen I first suggested it. These

figures were from the Ton'os Strait loiands.

Camilla Wedgwood's figures from ilorthem Newm Guinea are to

come out in the Hardi issue of Oceania so the missing information in

my refereiioes can be filiod in then.

With best regards from us bothj

Yours sincerely?

1.1 I d .

.  i ■.
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77» Arbhur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.

1st December, I965.

Dear Raymond,

I an so glad you were pleased with the Tikopia string figures; I
enjoyed doing them especially as I already knew the basic movements of jZ^ao
and Ta in its simplest form and I was fascinated by the astonishing number
of variations. They were not difficult to describe either, which is more
than can be said for Kenneth Emory's figures from the Tuari.otus, they are
almost as bad as Ivauru and cannot be done quickly.

1. I think we could use the tejsns as I have put them in the text, they are
easy to learn, are used many times and are so very concise. As you will see
I have described them in full, more or less as you had done them; they need
a little polishing perhaps, should they all, for instance, bSi in the same
tenseJ

2. I agree entirely v/ith your suggestions for the introduction; I would
enjoy doing the discussion of the movements and similarities throughout the
Pacific. This I will do as soon as I can.

3. Your part of the introduction should certainly come first, it is very
necessary and could only be done satisfactorily by you.

The enclosed terminology was almost ready when I sent off the draft of
the figures by surface mail and I expected this to reach you by air mail
before the draft arrived. However I got caught up in various ways and I
am soxiythis is late.

I thought of putting in all the other Tikopia names as they are most
interesting and are not usually found I think. At bauru they had a name
for the Ta-Tao movement, Eongatubabo; and for a long Gilbertese movement,
Amwangijo but I did not record any but names of fingers in the Gilberts (it
mi^t have been from inexperience, I'm not sure).

In some cases in the terminology you have given literal translations
and in others none so I have left a spaces in case you can fill them in,

I had discovered my mistake with roto, in your glossary which I return
herewith. There is some confusion over fakamau and kaue ake, you have
changed them round in your intix>duction, but I think now it should be kape
alee where I have written it above fakamau.

I asked my amateur typist to leave a space under the titles for a
translation where possible but she has seldom done so. I also like the



name of the donor under the heading hut I did not attempt to decipher
your writing* would you please put them in? I liked the age added in the ^
case of Basil, No. 10. V/ould you also mention please if everyone, men,
women, and ciiildrcn make string figores?

There is a correction in No. 35» 5* should he "Release indices". j
6. "iUi'ifuri ifo" etc.

I noticed recently when checking Kenneth's figures with Willowdean
Bandy's that she wrote "twist in radial (or ulrnr) direction" and this seems
to me to he a vexy clear way cf dcccrihing the twists, what do you think?
Ihnnily enough she found collecting string figures an awful effort. We are
very sad at her recent death and her wonderful story "Ironv;ood" not re-written
for jmhlication as suggested some time ago.

In the Gilberts string figures are taai (which is also "sun") or wau,
in the Tuamotus fai as in Tikopia and the Gilhertese word for a game is
tekalcax*o which is very like the Tikopia takaro.

I do hope you will find fai still heing made on Tikopia and I shall
look forward to seeing you at some time next year, hest of all if you come
here for a night or tv;o.

Harry found the enclosed reference about early contacts with Tikopia,
which he thinks he has not sent you previously. He also says the Prospeptus
of the Journal of Pacific History is now heing printed, the Journal itself is
nearly conqjlete with all articles (10) received and we hope the first issue
will he out by the end of April; there have been many difficulties, due no
doubt to it heing the first issue# Harry hopes very much that you will he
able to write a piece for the second issue (19^7)» s,s you kindly suggested:
this would he a tremendous help for the infant publication.

With regards from us both.



THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECQNOMIGS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

HOUGHTON STREET.

.j .c-'i I-;: Viii-o -xol ALCkWYCH.
Telephone: Holborn 76jB6 (7 lines) . . : f • • ^

T"l'6rarm pilecinksr Estrand." London" ■ •' ^ ^ - LONDON. W.C.2.
. rl i.nx:ir'7 as. ':cn3 . .r, -.l ■.

I -.- lo ni: i-. { d".': ij"'-.; -•'.v.: . ..tl'.T ..... "

loth Novemher 1965* .iLroi '. ixi-r-l ;■ .x dx;

Dear Honor,

Just a note to report that yovir draft of the Tikopia string figures
Vipg arrived safely, together with my notebook. I am most impressed by
the work you have put in on the figures. You have succeeded in deciphering
my almost illegible script and have set them out in most beautiful foim. I
am lost in admiration at yovir patience. \

I have now to go throu^ them in detail. I see there are one or two
places where my writing has defeated you. You have put a Z (ZtJTU) for my
NO (I3 ), and my roto has come out as roti. But there seem to be very
few corrections needed. There are, however, a few questions to be settled.

1. How do you think the material should be presented? I imagine that
those parts of the instruction which are in Tikopia shoxild be translated
into English with the exception probably of the TAG, TA etc. movem«its,

2. There should be, I suppose, an Introduction which explains systanatically
the TAG, TA etc. and discusses the relation of the Tikopia movffin«its to those
elsewhere in the Western Pacific. This Introduction should, I think, be
written by you since I have no competaace for it,

5» Then there should be presumably another section of the Jhtrodiwtion,
perhaps coming first, which explains the place of string figures in Tikopia
life, how I oollected these, and the way in which figures are attributed to
named inventors. This section, I take it, is my job.

With regard to the two figures which you say you cannot work out, since
I have now lost all skill I would think it unlikely that I can do ai^ better
than you. But I will have a look at them. There is just one possibility
which may help. There is now in England a Tikopia, a youngish man, who is
doing a course for Head Teachers and Administrators at the University of
Birmingham. I have met him once and expect to be meeting him again. He
speaks good English and we switch in conversation between Eiiglish and Tikopia.
He is very interested in talking about Tikopia things and I am sure like
to see the string figure manuscript. My guess is that he probably will not
have much knowledge but there is just a chance.



/
Hy plans for going to Tikopia next year seem to be going ahead. It

is possible that I might have to go direct from New Zealand to Tikopia but
in this case I could almost certainly meet you afterwards in Sydney —
perhaps with some additional materiad.

Once again, my thanks indeed for taking all this trouble. It looks
Is-st as if this material can be published and I am most grateful to you

for your co-operation. My secretaiy, who is taking this letter, commentsi
"How long have you had it, thirty-seven years? It is as old as I amj"
(It is a long roadi) .; i- - :r
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Telephone;

Tolifgr»m'i

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Holborn 7686 (7 lines)

"Poleconlcs, Estrand," London

HOUGHTON STREET,

ALDWYCH.

LONDON, W.C.2

25th June 1963,

Dear Honor.

I was delighted today to get your letter and to hear that you
already have the first draft of the Tikopia string figure material,
I am most impressed to find that you have worked out all but two of

ff^ty~three figures, I do not think now I could be of any help
to you since my figners have forgotten their skill and I no longer
carry the moves in my head. But there is one possibility, I am
hoping to be able to visit Tikopia in the autumn of I966, I expect
to be there for only a few weeks but it might well be possible to try
out some of the material. In any case I could add a little information
on the extent to which present-day Tikonia still know these figures,
(ly impression in 1952 was that they were of less significance than a
generation before)•

On my way to or from Tikopia I eertainly would hope to pass
through Sydney, Perhaps it would suit better if we could meet after
I had come back but we can communicate about this again.

All best regards and to Harry,

Mrs, H, Maude,
7T Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T,',
Australia.

Tours ever,
/
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77 Arthur Circln, Forrest,
A,u.T.2633, Australia,
IGth Rarch, 1979.

Dear -^ayrncnd.

Thank you uory much for your noto and For the photocopy
of the string figure article in Center iouth Pacific. Yes, I
had already sorn it and am writing to I'ls Joan liossman to ask
her if she intends to make a collection and if she uouIl! like

a copy of the jolomon Islands String Figurn book. If sho makes
a serious study of the Hou Hebrides figures it will fill a gap
in our knoulsdge of that area.

bo you romombor tho Oapanoso String Figure Association
and the Bulletin in which ue had askacJ thorn to acJvortisi. the

string figure books? First uo had a small order, but now quite
a largo one which incluees ID copies of the Tikopia monograph.

This uses up all my stock and I wondered if you would be
30 kind as to find out if Jeremy Oenthall can sund mo as many
copies as ho has up to say 7u. I hope ho will let ma haue
them at the same price as in Rarch 1976, i.e. d7.5iJ for 12
copios. I sincerely hope that the books were not remaindcreo
without giving me a chance to buy up the stock, as I anticipate
a further order from the ijolomcn Islanes.

I eespatciied the 5 copies you ordorcu of the Solomon
Islands work straight away, inserting a noto in each saying
that they were from you, so I trust you have received acknoul-
adgments by now. You paid me for them at the time.

Some time later I realizeo that I liae not sant you your
own two copies so I packed them up with your original notes and
posted them to you about a fortnigiit ago.

Thank you for letting mo know that my article was
published in Rain ko.16 (Oct. 1976) as 'Cradles of Civilisation*,
I ncvor raceiuQd a copy and should very much like to hauo one
if possiblo,

Harry's book on the Peruvian Slave Trade in Polynesia is
now - toaay - ready for the final typing, so wo are contemplating
a break and possibly a trip to Now Zealand.

To our surprise and ploasurc we have been invitud to the
Independence Calebraticns at Tarawa in mid-July and look forward
with some excitement at setting foot on the scene of our early
life after 30 years absence.

Uith best wishes from us both.
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Dear Honor, .
A Orief note to pick: up

a couple of threadso
When we talked in

Canberra - and it was good to meet
again and see Harry too - I seem to
remember you didn't thinic you had
news of your RAINarticleo I have
now checked up on this, having just
got back to London, and the article
was published in RAIN mOo. 16, Octo
1976 under the title of "Cradles
of Civilisation" , over your name,.
If ..by any chance you did not receive
a copy of this number of RAIN let me
knowo

The attached came to my
notice recentlyo You may well h§ve
seen.tit, but in case not here it iso
sorry for the poor copy - the^
original is on ibrown paper which
not reproduce wello. In any case,
sure you will know the figures
representedo

I handed over your
Solomon^Islands book to a
of mine in Hong Kong whp
an interest in string figures
maybe the art is catching on in far
placeso

All best wishes you

doe

young f rie

bothe

s

I'm

Seen frequently arouncf' the Centen,ihese da
is Instructor Join Mbssman ,who is teaching Cu/tur

.  of the Pacific, Cuitufd! Ecology, arid Worsen in Cro
;  Cultural Perspective zuA is also curfently-y/orking c
y ;her doctoral d.isse;rt'a.tion which ■ exarriines sbci

changes under the'rhls^onlzafidn proceSAin. Maleku
the New Hebrides.

Ms. Mossnian- is especially;interested in-.tbeeffec
■ of cdloniaiizatioh on-the now.-;emergi'ng islgrjd .natior

".'"biarid she plans to' rertufn tpijthe'New
■' ■ •Summer to mated a pbotq-essay that \yiir reflei

■ both the isiandS'i-|raditionai:c,qJture and th.e chang,
-^occurring as irideperi^Sence driws near. Shdalso, wan
to make a fi!m-;b^pcumentity about sand'dfawirij

; '-^-and string figurpf%U,t.h as Yhd wrdely-knpN^
„ ■•:/Cradle') because-ysfje sayS) the.^eople of N^^
'■^ij^have an incredi]|ie^r^perfoite of thesej;;.;iarid sti
•;-':v^1ctures. do not 'gBriyey thefrkG,prriplexity; w«i(. Th
i: >i^nd drawings, done only by: meniare cre'ated wit
y -iput lifting a fingery in a contindqus line.

After graduatingi-from : l^adcliffe, Ms:- M:o.ssma
'.d.'^bntlriued her education at .Stariford where sh
.;r^eceived^ a masters-degree j^CuIturat arithropolog

■  arid' is how a candidate for a

Instruttqr Joan Moisntari demonsft^tes a few of. the. "Strii
."k-JFigiirej" she learned "The Flying.F.o>

.  i.'Trhe •'"Fresh Water'ljihrlmp'k in Ne\y:(j^iEjed6nj.
n^^^^Cf^'^^ Outtigger Cande/'''T'he 3-Pr6ri3®d

is showing k-r'-iTn 'the Islands, the sfrmg used isrnB^fe;from a.speciai'ofhifc.  . . . .. ... . .'of.hib isci
; -A-Many. of these figures,'idart .out;d'k^^^^^ Ihe y^'ell-;k(vjwn ."Ca-i

jCradle " with, a seH^s0f-;intrlcat^i^^r;;,jinan
. '"^iihanging ^e ^■patterns,;'3^«atedK'lnJith&^^ ftrii

jiyou-^dldn'.iexiM
a^^i^^^ulturai heritage'sJnd^;:firo'r^

f;'/ v'-'.k\'--ir/vA''' /A

CENTER S PACIFIC
_ n J -O _ — i
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Dear Raymondi

This is the third time I have begun to write to you and I hope I am

still in time to catch you before you leave for this part of the world.

The Solomons String Figure book was to be ready in mid-September

and I delayed writing to give you definite news.. There^ ̂ ^ve been the

inevirable dela;/3 |but about two weeks ago we checked the lay out, -

figures etc., and 1 gav; them begin printing the copy for photography,. .

I got cold feet about the distributing and it was "suggested that I ask

the A.IJ'.U. P,2?e8S-if-they would take it on; to relief and pleasu're

they have agreed and I feel sure" you will approve, '

Thank you Very much for ybur reply to my last letter and'for yhur

comments and advice, I changed the paragraph about Ghri.sta, to be more

explicit; your remarfcs were so true and made us laugh.

You mention the article I was to write fci' RAiH and'I did do one,

1 don't know whether Mr Banthall used it, though h he said it was what he

wanted but he asked if he might change the title, I did not mention the

use of string figures for children because they are all too difficult, I

have found that unless I have a child for a long time, and confined to bed

at that, only the simplest figures can be mastered. We have put a list

of my publications on the reverse of the title page of the Golomons ^vhich

will at least alert libraries to v/hat is available, I sometimes wonder

if 1 made a mistake in using 'tao' and ' ta' etc, but if, in years to come,

the Tikopia lose the art (like the Rauruans) and but the book I'm sure they

will be delighted to fing their own wordingi

llany is progesssing well xd.th the Peiuvian Slave Trade in Folynesia

but 1 liave held him up by having my first bout of 'flu for years and years;

I am up again but not yet ^00f so please excuse mistakes.

Our wannest regards, as always.



33 Southwood Avenue
London N6 5SA

UNIOUE FACET QF NEW
HEBRIDES' CVVnjRESmm

8,. iii., 79

Dear Honor,
A brief note to pick up]

a couple of threads.
When we talked in

Canberra - and it was good to meet f
again and see Harry too - I seea to |
remember you didn't think you had „
news of your RAIN,Varticle. I have
now checked up on this, having just
got back to London, and the article i
was published in RAIN mo., 16, Oct. if ,
1976 under the title of "Cradles
of Civilisation", , over your name.
If ,by any chance you did not receive d
a copy of this number of RAIN let me * ,
know.

The attached came to my ji ,
natice recently. You may well h§v® •
seen.iit, but in case not here it is. l''
sorry for the poor copy. - the .«
original is onribrownnpaper which does}'
not reproduce well.. In any case, I*mt
sure you will know the figures V
represented. j[

I handed over your f
SolomoniiJslands book to a young friemU
of mine in Hong Kong whp is showing '•
an interest in string figures - !
maybe the art is catching on in far
places.

All best wishes you both. i-

Seen frequently arourwt the penter thesfr da
is instructor Joan Mossman who is teaching Caftures
of the Pacific, Cufturai Ecology, arid Women in
Cultural Perspective and is a;lso currently working po
her doctoral dissertation which, exanlines social
Changes under the^niissionizat'ion process In Maiefcuia,
the New Hebrides. '

Ms. Mossnian is especially interested in the effects
of colonializatioh onr the now-emerging island nations^
and she plans to return to the "New Hebrides next'
-summer to ma||:e a pfaoto^^essay that %iir reflect
both the lslands'r|radltiona.l culture and the changes
occurring as Independence draws near. She also wants
to make a film documentary about sand drawing
and string figures (such as the wideiy-known '^Gdt's
Cradle') because, she says, the people ofNew Hebrides -

. have an incredible repertoire of these|^ dnd still
pictures, do not cdnyey their complexity'
■sand drawings, done only by men, are created with-

.,put lifting a finger>: in a continuous line.
After graduating; from: Radcljffe, Ms. Mossman

Cbntinued her education at Stanford where she
received a master's degree injcultural antirropology
and is how a candidate for a f*h^D. ■

Instructor Joan Mpuman demonstrates a few of the "String
Figures" she learned in die New Hebrides — "the Flying Few,"
^he Fresh Water Shrhnp" (also done in New ^edonhd,

^Tthe Outrigger CanQe/"The 3-Pronged Fishing Snog,."

.wUh- , -',4. .

In diet islands, the string used ismadB from a specif dtN^seus.
Many of these figures start out liltt the well-feniwm"^'s
Cradle/' with a series of intricate fhmer maneuyen quiefciy
changing die patterns oeaiM- In di^ HdsHdes. string
figures-are called "gangue/' wbiidt aleQ
you didn't expect totbiia.'*^They ha«e,bccop>aitc^ dM UI»d':t
cultural heritage since pra-cbntact

;^V-;

i
liS
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33 Southwood Avenue
London N6 5SA

18.. V. 78

Dear Honor,
Many thanks for your letter of April.)2l ;

I have heen away lecturing up at Edinburgh, or would
have replied earlier.-

It is very good news that the Solomons
String Figures are to be published, and in format
similrr to the Nauru book. Congratulations on the
success of your labours. - and on managing to get the
arrangement on what seem to be very moderate terms for
present-day publishing.

I will be delighted to receive copies in
due course. As to reviews, I have no bright ideas.. But
off the cuff, I suggest a copy for RAIN, marked for
the special attention of Jonathan Benthall, whom you may
remember meeting, the Director of the RAI and Editor of
RAIN,. You may remember that I murmured how good it
would be to get an article from you, into RAIN, on the
aesthetic interest of string figures, and their practical

I value, in schools, in therapy etc. If you could do such
■ it would be a good lead into getting the book more
widely reviewed. A copy to Malcolm McLead, Director of
the Museum of Mankind, Burlington Gardens, London wl
might also stimulate interest. Then the RAI has an
Education Committee - on which Rosemary sits ; their
attention might be drawn to the interest of the figures
for schools. MAN,: theriregular journal of the RAI should
also get a separate review copy ; Reviews Editor
M. Gilsenan - the book to go to him c/o Museum of
Mankind Library, 6 Burlington Gardens, WlX 2EX.. With
Crista de Coppet's contribution, the journal L'HOMME
in Paris might also be interested in a review copy.

I have asked the RAI about the de Coppets ;
no record of them exists there - presumably since they
are not members..

As regards your Foreword, I think it fine.
If you So want suggestions I have three
io. a reference might be made somewhere to the Tikopia

volume, since Tikopia'is'part of the Solomons, and
therefore the two volumes are linked jip to a pointy
apart from my contributions,

iio a very minor point - the "congratulations " to G. de
C.. might refer (if true ) to the difficulty of the

be/ Malaita figures - otherwise readers may/a bit
surprised that you seem surprised that she ever did
them at all i

iii.- I think that after the analytical work of pages
Ito 3 it would be good to have a couple of paragragb
of more general statement about the interest and, '1 value of string figures in general- with a reference
to work that you yourself have done.. People have no
idea that these figures are anything but rather odd
toy-like games, and I think you should use the
opport'unity of this Foreword to "plug" the interest
of the study. This something that a reviewer might
get hold of, never having thought of it before.

Finally, there is a chance that we^may meet
®n Canberra around the end of this year, if you-  Cix u UJi.Xl.1 WilC V JU WXX J- »-/ ^ WV- J — — ^ -

Harry will not be off. on some holiday jaunt.

^ leave for New Zealand - to teach at
^d hnn + department of anthropology for a whil©"
to London over to Australia before returning

Warm regards to yo
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77, Arthur Circle,
Forrest,

■'v A.C.T. 2603,

21.4.78.

Dear Raymond,
I am sure you uill be as pleased as I am to hear

that the Solomon Islands String Figures are well on the uay
to being published.

I

I decided not to send them to Oceania after all,
partly because it seemed doubtful if they uould take the PIS
and if they did it uould have been an expensive operation,
uith the illustrations 8 or 10 to a page at the end of the
book.

Fortunately Professor Uang Gunguu came to the
rescue and got me a grant of ICQ from the Nauru Publications

Fund. As this is a university fund it enabled the A.N.U.
printing section to undertake thr production by offset process.
So it uill be similar to the Nauru book and Anvida Lamberts,
uho typed Nauru so beautifully, is uell ahead uith this one.

The cost of the uork uill also be reduced by the
Government bonus for books produced in Australia. To facili
tate cataloguing a name for the Press is deems desirable, so
Harry maintains, so ue are calling it the HOHA PressI
Hopefully, this can be used for other string figure uorks in
contemplation, e.g. the Tuamotu collection uhich is still
languishing in French hands.

Ub can defray the- expenses, after all you subsidised
the Tikopia Plonograph, and uill be sending you four free copies,
Could you let me knou please uho should receive revieu copies?

Ue uero in Adelaide last month and uere delighted to
be told that only 87 copies are left out of a total of 407
copies produced. In fact it seems that this is an art forni

lju;.

>*
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which has been saued from extinction and rev/iv/ed, perhaps

I should say 'near extenction' for I learnt them from a small
group of 'old men' in 1937; but most if not all perished

during the Japanese occupation. String Figure patterns are

reproduced in the freize around the foyer of Nauru House, ijJ

Flelbourne, and as decorations on their ships and aeroplanes;
they were also made and shoun by the Nauru team at the Pacific
Arts Festival in Rotorua.

I enclose a copy of my Foreword for criticism, if

you would be so ^ind. I wrote to Christa de Coppet some time

ago and have had no reply; do you think the R.A.I, might
have their present address since Daniel is an anthropologist?

Our warm regards to you both, we hope you
did not suffer too badly in your severe winter. My sister
lives in Dorset, so I phoned heranxiously, much to her surprise,
but she was alright as she lives on a hill.

Yours over,
I  ̂ \

IV' y'
I

.  ■'■■'riy 'J Vvl" 7/.
♦



77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
3rd November, 1974.

Dr Elli Kmgas-^!aranda,
Department of Anthropology,
University of British Colombia,
VANCOUVER 8, British Columbia,
Canada.

Dear Dr Kongas-Maranda,

Raymond Firth has suggested that I should write to you as he has an
idea that you may have collected string figures during the course of your
work in the Solomon Islands.

Having written monographs on the string figures of the Gilbert Islands
and Nauru, laymond suggested that we should collaborate in a woric on his
Tikopian figures, which he had collected as long ago as 1928.

This was published in 1970 by the R.A.I, and I am now preparing
another monograph, on the string figures of the Solomon Islands, based on
Raymond's large collection made in 1928-1929 and a second m^e by Christa
de Coppet (wife of the French anthropologist) when living with the 'Are'are
people on Malaita in 1963—1965.

Any help which you could give us would be most appreciated, and of
course fully acknowledged in the book. What I am looking for are^not
only construction methods but also any information on their significance,
mode of transmission from generation to generation, the prevalence of stories
or chants, and other ancillary infomation. Raymond's informants were all
men, as were all of Christa's bar one, and I wonder if this is usual?

Yours sincerely.

Honor Maude.
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as from ; 33 S.outhwood Avenue
London N6 5SA

"V.

2.9.74
Dear Honor,

I have been disgracefully slow in replying to your
letter of early July. A mixture of illnesses - both Rosemary's and
mine - and a retreat to our cottage in Dorset, with visitors, ^D
revision of a book of mine I thought long past its reprinting days,
but which has been revived -Human Types - have all made me neglect
correspondence.

First, many thanks indeed for your and Harry's congratu
lations, which Rosemary and I appreciate greatly. You know what these
honours mean, but in the village here we still are Mr and Mrs Firthr
- and intend to remain so - and I get letters from the States and
elsewhere addressed to Sir Firth etc.. etc. It was an odd experience
in a way because it was quite unexpected, and though very pleasant,
was rather disconcerting ; one felt one had somehow changed one's
identity .'

It is sad about the legal question of Jim's dependant, and
I hope it gets settled satisfactorily for Ruth. Please give her
regards from Rosemary and me. I still find it so hard to realise
that Jim is no longer with us - he is so vividly before me as a
strong visual image, in so many contexts. I haven't heard what has
happened about the Chair. Since it /- I understand - the ONLY Chair
of Pacific History in the world it would be a great pity for it to
lapse into something else. But I suppose there have been difficulties
in filling it adequately.

About the string figures - it is cheering to me that so many
of Christa's figures are identical with mine — or nearly so. It is
interesting too that the figures have persisted over a period of 40
years or thereabouts - nearly two generations ; can Ghrista tell you
anything about the process of transmission - about which I have only
the vague idea of younger children looking on and learning from
0lci©3rs A

The name of the figure you send is GAURA, as you guess. And
my congratulations on your patience and pertinacity in working it
out - you really are marvellous. Somewhere in your account you should
indicate how you set about piecing out such a construction from my
inadenuate notes, the alternatives you trre§ and rejected etc etc.
Provenance ? I have nothing to indicate in my notebook. But you mighH
make a guess at it from the context of other figures by paper,
writing etc. I have a vague feeling it is ®ggela/Guadaleanal, but
this is quite unsupported.

Are you in touch with Dr Elli Kdngas-caranda, in the Anthrop
ology Department at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver 8 ?
She and her husband Pierre worked very intensively in Lau, Uaiaita, 1
and she may well have string figure material - I can remem er
whether she told me so or not.

All best regards, to you and Harry,
Ever,

i

Raymond Firth.
■  -k
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Dear Raymond)

First of all congratulations on your knighthood and our abject 7
I  f" / i.' i

apologies for not doing so before this; somehow we missed

we are rather out of touch with current affairs at the university,

I am sorry I did not finish the work on the Solomon's last winter,

it always takes me longer than I anticipate and then we went up to (Queensland

for a holiday. I find now on a complete re-arrangement of the tv;o collectionp

that out of Christa de Coppet's 49 figures you have 2?^ that are identical or
very nearly so.

I enclose your looped figure which I had hoped to do with the aid

of Christa's figure, which we worked out together, but they are not at all the

same. So I set to work again on your constructiontby dint of some easier
to make the end loops,

manoeuvering at the finish/l actually achieved the result depicted. I am

not sure, however, of the name, is it GADRA? T&ere are no details as to where

you found it.

mi:"'-.. .
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Cat's cradle is child's play, But it helps children
to learn the importance of skilled hands in the creation of their expanding world. >. '

Before the dawn of history mankind learned, and benefited from the fact, C/~^ '
that hands could create new wonders when the fingers worked together.

And that's what the Mitsui Group is all about:
creation of new wonders through synchronized, cooperative efforts of the member firms.

An idea as simple as this has made the Mitsui Group a truly international operation.
And Mitsui teamwork could, perhaps, help solve your problems.

The Miracle
of Human Hands

, 1.



y  . 77 Arthiir Circle, Forrest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
6th I lay, 1970.

(rs ValoriQ I'hillipa,
liiditorial :-ecretary.
Royal Anthropological Institute ol

Great Britain and Ireland,
21 Bedford Square, '.C.l.
Ljigland.

•";ear ra "'M11 j pa,

Thank you for your letter of the 30th April, which arrived
yesterday, and I am sorry that tliere has heen a mi sunders tandiiig
al'out tlie proofs of Tikopia String Figures'. I would have written
to you before but understood that you were very busy on other ptth—
llcations, so did not like to worry you.

On tlie 2iid Taimarj' T sent a list of queries relating to the
correcting of the proofs to Professor '''irth and had gathered, from
bis reply dated the 23rd, that he had been in touch with you about
tbein and that T would be hearing from you on the subject in due
course. I consequently kept the proofs, corrected as far as I was
able, pending the receipt of your letter.

I am now forwarding them by second-class airmail, and will
leave it to you to deal with the question of Tleadingo and the Position
of the Gigures in the text, both of i/hich (and particularly the
latter) seen to me to bo rather crucial to the clarity of the article.
T do not ioiow whether fTofessor Firth actAially sent on my queries
to you, as he stated that he was going to, but if so you will recollect
my plea that, as is usual in the case of publications on rtring Figures
the heading slionld bo simply '1. i oi nupu (a pool)', and sinilarly *
for the others and that 'Figure 1' or 'Flg.l' should appear underneath
the actual figure (when inserted in its place in the text) as the
caption. Ibis is of particular importance when it is a series, for
example 'Fi;pire hO (a)','Figure kO ?b)', Tigore 40 (c)', and the like.

As regards tlie illustrations, I am doubtful (perhaps wrongly)
whether you would find it possible to match them from the originals
as thoy are all reproduced out of sequence and some of them upside
down. In some instances, i^ere the final figures were virtually
identical, I had to inaltc them again from the text in order to establlsii
which oue they represented.

It was for this reason that I asked Professor I'lrth whether I
should cut out, sort and number each figure. However, as your letter
does not indicate that I should do this I am returning them with
pencilled indications showing their number and correct way up, i
Iiave also shown in the margin of Ube text the position where I weald
liko them to go.



- 2 -

With apologies for ray mistinderstonding as to whose move was
next, and hoping that yon will now he able to prepare the galleys
for tlie printer witliout difficnlty. As yon say there will still be
time at the page proof stage to make sure that everything is in
place, and more particultirly the illustrations.

Yours sincerely,

Honor ̂ 'aude
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ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

21, BEDFORD SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.I

Telephone: 01-636 2980/9129

Mrs Honor Maude

c/o Dept of pacific History
A.N.U.

Canberra. 30 April 1970

Dear Mrs Maude,

I am sorry to trouble you, but I have not yet received
the corrected proofs of 'Tikopia string figures'. Professor
Firth has already returned his copy, but he says you are a better
proof-reader than he is, and he would prefer me to wait for your
corrections to arrive. However, if you did not find any serious
errors in the text, just let me have an O.K. and I will return
the proofs with Professor Firth's and my own corrections to the
printers; I can get hold of another proof of the illustrations
and match up the numbers from the originals. In any case I will
send page proofs to you and to Professor Firth, so that you can
both have a final check.

I am anxious to get this paper off my hands as soon
as possible, since I have two more Occasional Papers in the queue
for publication, and I would be grateful for an early reply.

Yours sincerely

Lerie Phillips (Mrs)
Editorial Secretary



i.l,' ■ ■ ■ ^;  as from : 33 Southv;ood Avenue., ,. ,
i\ London N 6 **♦ -'j^

.  . 7  •' ■ 3. XI I. 69 ,
■• ■V . \

Dear Honor,. '
i  send this care of Harry because j continual ly mislay your private

address. . '

V

This is primarily a note to say that Mrs Phi l l ips, the Editorial
Secretary at the Royal Anthropological Institute, wrote to me last month to say
that our Tikopia string figure MS^.ti^d. gone to the printers, and proof might be
expected^ in 3 to ^ weeks from then, i .e. from about now on. She could give
publ ication data, but anticipated no furthpr delays.. no

1  am hoping to see proofs when 1 get back to London in a fortnight,
or soon after. I asked her to be sure and send you proofs also, airmai l , and
will check on this when 1 get to London. My hope would be that your corrections
-hopefully not very drastic - v/FIl come back to London before 1 leave for
Cornell, soon after mid-January- then 1 could settle any last-minute queries
with Mrs Phi l l ips on the spot. 1 trust this kind of timetable wi ll suit you.

Don't bother to reply to this, nor should you get anxious if no proofs
appear very soon ; printers' delays these days are notorious, and even if I have
left for Cornell any details can be settled easi ly enough. The groat thing is
that the material is actual ly in the press - hO years after 1 collected it 11 ! «
(So also is Rank and Religion in Tikopia 1 )

Another point altogether ; George Stocking, an historian of anthropology
and a scholar, tells me that the Haddon Papers in the Anderson Room in Cambridge
Jniversity Library contain many scattered data on string figures. You may knovjw
this already, and anyway, all the data may have been used already by hi my
<ath1een Rishbeth. But I thought you should know, in case at some future time
i^ou happen to be in Cambridge and want to check.

It was good to see you and Harry ; my plans after Chicago are uncertain,
ut maybe 1 can get out to the Pacific again. Here has been enjoyable, and very'  vv r » I « »- w yw i w I iw j I atiu vtcautiful, since the mountains, snow-capped now, give a great dignity to the
arbour and coastl ine,

All warm reqar
Ever,

you both.

* The publication wi 1 IJse-TTcc. Pap. of the R.A. I. No. 29
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The London School of Economics and Political Science
(University of London)

Houghton Street, Aldwych,
London, W.C.2

Telephone 01-405 7686

2nd July 1968.

Dear Honor,

I was delighted yesterday to receive the drawings of the string
figures, I have sent off a cheque for Sk sterling to your account;
I have also inserted an acknowledgment to Jennifer Morgan, Today I
eon taking the whole parcel up to Anthony Christie at the R,A,I,

But there is one urgent query. As the figures stand now, no," 11
is Kau Kupenga without any rank number, while l4, 15 and I6 are
Kau Kupenga I, II, III, Since these ill seem to belong to the same
series, should we not make no, 11 Kau Kupenga I, no; Kau Kupenga II,
15 III, 16 IV?

Riis could be done with only minimal change in the text elsewhere
wherever there happens to be a reference. If, however, you feel
that all the K K's should be together, then no; 11 would have to be 13
and nos, 12 and 13 no; 11; I could do this but it means a little
more work, and I think it is perhaps unnecessary to do so because you
presumably axranged the figures in some kind of developmental order
already.

Let me have a note about this as soon as you can. Otherwise
everything seems fine.

All best regards,

You7S~T^ver,

Mrs, Honor Maude, ^
77 Arthur Circle, ulus. ~)*7'
Fonest, A,C,T,,
Australia;

' ' JL (jr ((J_ cX^Jc CC,- »



TIICOPIA STRING FIGURES : ADDITIONAE MATERIAL, 1929'' :
«?o (f/| '■

TAKARO PA TEKOFE (Gajne /jLnvented by__/ Pa Tbkofe)

1. String hung on LH;
Palmar string wound round back of hand, dorsal string wound

round front of hand. This process regnated half a dozen times
or so. Keep loops loose..

2. Position 1 on RH?.

3. EH^ grip two strings on palm. L thumb -under loops on palm, grip
the two strings with thumb and forefingers and shake the hand^
lopps- down on to it.

4. Taotao ifo from FF to LF LHi ;
change strings on Rff.

5». Fakafiti.,

A Manini of many lozenges

/__ A remark here follows Fangatua = Ulawa

®
I am not sure whether it refers to above figure or not ; it could
be a separate note equating a Tikopia figure called fangatua
literally "opening back " with sketched Ulawa figure from my
Solomons set, LBsij

TAKARO MAVAE (Game of Parting)

1. A.

2. Ff under far th, and release th. on to ff.

3. Th. under/str. under If and return,, releasing If.
^  ■ 1/ /I ^ I ■. /I" '4. KTati feuviake th. and ff. ^u. «,

i.e./__^?? or repetition of "4" by mistake on turn of page ; I
cannot read my own writing clearly 2/

NTavaho th. and take on them top of ff. loop,, taking the toop
on top ff. /_This reads very oddly • i

5. Kati fakafeuviake.

6. Repeat move 5 ; .... (Repeat 5 times in all)

7. Taotao ifo top ff to If.

^ A 8.1^ Ta sokotasi near If j kape ake,. th going over far upper ff
J  to bring far If..

9« Furifuri ifo.

lo. Release ff. i
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11. Fakafiti i tua

12. Asu

13* Pakafiti

14. Uiiu ko a rau - pull out loops it ends and apread figure,

Dear Honor, 1
A sign of life after a long while ; forgive me for the

delay. . I have heen very involved during the last year with many jobs
prior to my retirement in the autumn, but I am now back to the
string figures.

1. To my shame, I have re-discovered the above two extra figures^
in one of my ordinary notebooks ; I thought all my records had
been in the Sikosiko ̂ NB;, As far as I can see from a hasty
check, they are not included in your description. I hope that
my notes are intelligible,, and that these figures can be
inserted in your typescript without too much trouble. (YOu
may in fact like to have this extra material^. I have'nt
tried to work them out, but get them off to you at once.

2. I have drafted? about half my introduction, dealing with the
social background to string figure games,, their names, and
ritual 53EI2£3GSa2X|[ associations ; I have to add a section on
invention and variation, but will finish this during the
Easter vacation. I shall send it to you for comment El of
course, and we can then see about publication.

3. Under separate cover I am sending you two: reprints :
- the Leakey Angola paper, and

,  - the Camilla-Schapera Kgatla paper..

Ybu will know both these,, and may already have copies,, but
they may be of use to you. The Kgatla paper was given to me
by Schapera a few days ago, returned to him from the RAI,.
where they seem to have another.. He is happy that you should
have itr..

4.. I like your introduction very much. I will provide translation
etc.. ini the glossary when I have done my introduction..

I think this i,s all for now,.
All best regatds to you and Eferry..

i;-. ,1 —

V

4.
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STRING FIGUBES IK TIKOPIA SOCIAL LIFE

by Raymond Firth

This collection of string figures was obtained by me during my

first visit to Tikopia in 1926-29 • As part of my preparation for field

work on Tikopia, and through general interest, I had given a little

thooight to the study of string figures, and took with me Johannes

Anderson's book on I^ri string figures which had appeared a year before

and which I found a helpful guide. I had equipped myself with two cords,

each of 4 yards of piping, which is araunded, soft and eaey on the fingers.

In the course of a long Journey by sea throu^ the Solomons I

took the opportunity to collect string figures from villages where the

ship called and from Melanesian travellers aboard. (It is hoped that

these Solomon Islands figures can be published later.) On Tikopia I

was too busy with other subjects to spare time for string figures for

the first few months. Soon after I arrived 1 noted in my diary two

"embryonic cats cradles", but among the various games played saw hardly

any string figures. Then towards the end of hiarch I929 I recorded in

my diary that children were playing string figures a lot. This seems to

have re-awakened my interest because almost immediately afterwards and

intermittently for the next two nwnths I spent considerable time in
V

collecting figures. I worked mostly in the afternoon and evening, with

a few informants who seemed knowledgeable and skilled. In all 1 spent

nine occasions amounting perhaps to about 25 hours on this work. last

diary note at the beginning of June "Indoors in morning finishing string

figures", sug^sts that by then I h«id fairly well exhausted the local

repertoire.
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In collecting these figures I made it my practice to master

each figure myself when I had recorded the movements from my informants.

This was assisted by having two strings. If we did the figure together

I could then imitate the movements of the informant and correct my

record if this was inaccurate. For a number of years I kept the hVHI

then acquired, but have long lost it throu^ lack of practice. To the

enthusiasm, patience and skill of Honor I'^aude I owe the present

publication.

String figures are classed by the Tikopia as a kind of takaro.

t: e general term applied to games or sport. They appear to have been

traditional in Tikopia and were credited with having been originated

spirits. String figures themselves are known as sikoslko. This is a

continuative, substantival form of the verbal siko which applies to a

definitive movement of the hands with the strings, usually resulting in

some recognisable figuire. It is also applied when in a two-person gaae

one takes over the strings from another and produces a different fom

of the figure.

Ordinarily, sikosiko is a game played by children. Probably

because it needs little bodily activity it has only a short vogue at any

time, (h'ine days after my record that children were playing string

figures a lot, I noted that there was a great deal of stilt walking by

boys - and no reference to string figures at all.) String figures axe

not regxilarly produced by adults. But although a children's game, string

figuares are not regarded as unworthy of the attention of adults. During

my visits many men and women who remembered a few figures from their

childhood were quite pleased to demonstrate the skill they had retained.

Some adults in fact seemed to be interested in the experimental poasibilitiee
of the game, and on their own initiative attempted to produce new foxne

of figure. Vhen such a new form attracted general Interest and was
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incorporated into the public repertoire it was coaononly known by the

name of the person who invented it. Such inventors seemed normally

to have been adults^
Although many figures are the same as those produced elsewhere

in the Pacific (see Honor Maxide's Introduction), and in 1929 1 noted

similarities to some which I had collected in the Solomons, the Tikopia

regarded all their figures as local products. I do not know any which

they thought to have been borrowed. The persistence of the practice of

making string figures is attested on a limited historical scale by the

anthropological record. In the notes which the Rev. W.J. Burrad was kind

enough to give me from his stay on Tikopia in 1910, the names of nine

"cats cradles" are recorded, six played by one person and three by two

persons. All of these, independently recorded, appear in my collection

in 1929. A generation later in 1952, and still later in 1966, 1 recorded

the making of string figures spontaneously by children, thougjx 1 did not

take time to record any details. (See photograph.)

Tikopia distinguish between string figures which are produced

experimentally and those which are well recognised forms. All the latter

have individiial names, though In »om oases the name is shared by what

the Tikopia consider to be variants of the same basio type. Some of these

nasiee are of general allusive kind, their shape suggesting in an abstract

way objects of the ordinary environment. Such are the diamonds named

after fish (xumally broad-bodied types), pool or coconut. One open

angular design is named after the grasshopper - the figure does suggest

the insect's raised legs. Another design is called after a wooden bowl

and vaguely suggests this In outline. A design with a central bar is

(1) I noted one differenoe from Western practice. Tikopia, especially
children, tended not to pay special attention to the kind of string
they used, but would pick up any length of fishline or strip of
leaf fibre which would serve.
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called 'the big ettiff* and another the 'pigeon perch*. Another still,

a kind of prism figure, is called 'the canoe shed* with the thumb string

as the ridgepole. Figures with multiple diamonds tend to be called

after constellations - 'the pole net' (embodying Orion's Belt), the

Milky Way. Still other types of figure where movement is part of the

production embody a mimetic element in their naiaes. Such are .£|tajga

which when knotted represents the vere nut and which when struck hard

opens. Mimetic also to some degree is probably the 'flock of kingfishers',

an elaboz^te figure made two players with a succession of multiple

diamonds.

In half a dozen of the fifty of so string figusres a simple chant

is associated with some phase of their production. These are *^11 action

figures and in some the chant is part of a mimetic performance. In

fstaka (No. 30) the children participating hold the knotted figure

and count out among themselves

Ta ta foi fetaka

Strike, strike the vere nut

tapping in turn with the finger on the nut for each child present.

Lastly, they chant

Fakaoti ki a — (so and so)

ending with 'so and so'^striking the nut hard, and by pulling on the

strings breaking the figure open. This simulates the cracking open of

tLe vere nut for food.

another figure, 'the turtle* (Ho. 44), after the cord has

been wound one of the two players takes the remainder of the cord in

both hands and rubs it, with the words

Milimili ta

Tata ton isu.

refers to the action of rubbing and ngalingali is probably a
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synonym for ngaringarl. a rat. One may translate the Jingle as

"Rub, rub, strike the rat

Strike your nose."

and the player touches the other's nose* He rubs again and calls again,

touching the nose of someone else near and so on until the Joke is

esdiausted* Later the players, when the figure is extended in a rectangle,

saw the alternate ends and sing

Fonu E

Fonu tenei

Te imi o

Te fonu tenei.

Turtle, 0

Turtle, this

The head of the txirtle is this.

The explanation given was "Ve sing according to whereabouts is the head

of the turtle, as to which end it is. Ve pull as to where it shall be.

The head of the turtle is the bigger end."

519 In Tofa (No. 48) swde by two players, at stage 11 they chant

^  Tofa tasi Tofa kulu kl ram
or

Tofa rua. etc. Tofa ku ki

The first dllty is simply Tofa 1, Tofa 2, ... | the second is obscure in

meaning, but Jga and kulu may represent and turu. with the idea of Tofa.

standing down. This probably refers to the next move of laying the

figure down.

3" Ij Kai poloki (No* 52)« a catching trick, when a centre diamond
has been made a second player inserts his hand through it and the first

player sings Kai polo ki

Kokl
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This ;)ingle is practically meaningless as it stands. Kai. to eatf

presumably refers to the catching of the other player's hand because»

as the first player calls Koka, he releases his fingers and pulls

the strings. This frees the second player but tricks him, since he is

presumed to have thou^t his hand was maeshed. In sooe contexts the

(2)
language used here could be suggestive sexually^ but 1 was told

definitely that this was not the case here.

In the middle of the figure 'I^th to the dark* (No. tinere

is a simple chant

Ara ki te popouri

Tv. Ara ki te marana.

Path to the dark, ̂

Path to the li^t.

This was explained as referring to tq;>per and lower strings in the flgoxe*

This chant may possibly be aligned with the sector of figures referring

to constellations. The term mar*"", lli^t, also is one phase of the
■y\ '

figure Tofa. while another figure, pa taai. a«y mean a one ni^t tale.

The ideas of daadoiess and light may also be picked 19 again

perhaps in another form, that of sleeping and waking (the tea for waking

(ara) is a homophone with that for path). There axe indieaticms hea of

obscure mystical references which modem generations of Tikopia hate

^ I seemed to ignore. But for one figure, Kuae (Ho. 5l)» the aferenoee are

more clear. This figure involves tightening a knot and opening it out,

which is seen as an analogy to sleeping and waking. When the central

(2) A number of words with "1" have sexual signifioanoe •• see my
"L and a in Tikopia Language", Ooeanic Linguistios. Vol. 2, I965,
pp. 49'-61. In preparing this article 1 overlooki^ ay material
on string figures, so that polo should be added to the list of
"1" words. See also the Table in my "Meaning of fisli in Tikopia",
In Memory of j.R. Firth, ed. C.£. Baaall at al. London, 1%6,
p. 103.
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knot is puXltd ti^t it is said "There» it has gone to sleep" and the

chant is

Ku me. ku me, kn mei

Ku me ngiti rei.

It has aleptf slept* slept*

It has slept and is ti^t*

Vhen the knot on the bottom is opened out it is said "Ihexe* it has

avoken." There is a play on words here* The ordinary Tikopia word

for sleep is me* rendered in fuller form as moe. But ku me* has slept*

also can be Kume* the name of a female spirit. I was specifically

told when given this figure that it was connected with the qyth of Rata.

Later* this explanation was expanded* It was said that the basis of

string figures in Tikopia lay in Kau ̂ ^aufiti* the wife of Rata* and

that the original figure was that in Kume (said in some versions to be

her sister and also a wife of Rata)* It was associated with the dance

song of the privilege ceremonies of the lineage of Marinoa* According

to this account the string figure game Kume referred to a pretence of

Rata while in sleep to appear still to be awake* by sticking white shells

over his eyelids, the flickering li^t of the fixe in the house

these appeared to be his open eyeballs and so prevented Kau Taufiti

from devouring him as she wisl»d^'\

Sy another account* however* string figures were associated in

origin with the gods Pa Ma and linked particularly wi'Ui the lineage of

Korokoro* in whose temple Pu Ma had a special place. One of the songs

in the privilege ceremonies of Korokoro refers to string figures in the

heavens* and it is stated that it was taboo for people of Korokoro to

(7) Tikonia Ritual and Belief. 1967* pp. 88*90* (In ]>urrad*s notes
Kume is translated "eye"* which I think is a misunderstanding.)
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play string figure gauses in their temple on pain of blindnesB^^^
however, it was said that of old string games were not played at night,

e tapu aki» It was taboo* Again, one figure is called Pupu ma singano*

a title applied elsewhere to the pair of goddesses of which Kau Taufiti

is one, while two forrcs of the interlaced pattern, are known as I'akaro

sa runga. the game of a combination of spirits known as "the above".

I oannot completely unravel this tangle of traditional ideas

about gods and goddesses, ni^t, sleep and blindness in reference to

string figures on the information I have available, and I could get no

further data from Tikopia. It would be possible to construct a series

of equivalences and oppositions which mi^t express Tikopia attitudes

and ideas but there is no evidence for confirmation. But even without

this type of speculative interpretation which would isqpose a vezy formal

classification on the material, it is evident that string figures in

Tikopia h^d a definite religious component. As far as I can ascertain

they did not operate specifically as ritual performances in the %«y in

vdiich dances did. But to perform them seems to have been regarded in

some circumstances as an act of mystical import.

I'ioreover, in the actual playing of string games reference mi^t

be made to mythical figures. I was told by a girl that when the strings

got tangled in trying to make a figure, one could chant

^iatara matara

-ho l\i Tekarupe

Ka olcn

11a te tokotoko

Ka te fakenifo

hai serea ae^?ea

Ko tou ate.

(4) Il>id. pp. 83-4.
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Pu Ttk&rupe vas described as a man-eating spirit who comes with his

staff and drives it into a person's liver aiid bites at the liver with

his teeth. Ihe "person" was said to be a metaphor for the tangled

strings, so in effect the spirit was asked to release the knots. !Ihe

song may be translated

Loosen, loosen q\iidcly

Pu Tekarupe

Vlll arive
't-i.

'■ ■ ■ With his staff
-t '

With his array of teeth

He cuts, cuts

Tour liver.

'^disn the string figure is tangled and is to be freed, sing, sing that

it may be loosened. Great is its correctness." In other words, the

song was regarded as having ritvial effect. Another mythical reference

Bight ocmir in the release of any figure which involved the drawing

apart of two loops. This was termed Mavaa ko Pu Peka ma Tinirau - the

parting of Pu Peka and Tinirau, said to be a reference to a traditional

tale.

One of the most striking features of Tikopia string figures

ie the overt recognition of inventiveness in them. Tikopia are not
(5)rsHM^ble for aesthetic creation in the graphic arts^-". But as in

their songs so in their string figures they have zacognised individual

creativity by the attribution to specific persons^ responsibility for
particmlar exas^les. I discovered this at the beginning of my

aoquaintanoe with string figures in Tikopia. The first figure which

(5) See my article "Tikopia Art and Society" in a volume on
Anthony Forge (in preparation).
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was demonstrated to met No* was made liy Seremata, a young man then

a bachelor whom 1 knew a generation later as Fa >jane're. On subsequent

occasions I was puzzled to find that no other player recognised this

'  figure when 1 set it up* Various informants asked me for the name of

'  v the person from whom I had obtained it» and when I told them said "Oh,

it is his own figure which he has made." Later, 1 found this was

correct. It was the result of his own experimentation* I took it down

Foi nupu. a pool* When 1 asked him about it afterwards Seremata

said that he had not actually given it a name* He supposed it was Foi

nupu (a pool) or perhaps Foi tarings (ear) or Foi atu (bonito). Kach

name referred to the central diamond* If it were broad and full, a

rhomboid, then it was termed a pool} if long and narrow it was ear or

bonito* This was the first indication which made me realise that string

games In Tikopia constituted a living art in which new figures were

invented or tiraditional ones modified* Later, 1 fo\ind about a doaen and

a half figures known in each case by the name of the person who was

regarded as having invented them* About half were attributed to people

of past generations and the others to people then living* About two-

thirds were invented by men and about one-third by women* (It is of

interest to note that not only did women invent string figures} they

were also acknowledged by society at large as inventors.)

In their experimentation Tikopia interested in string figures

would produce a variety of forms, sane of which would not seem to be of

particular significance and which would remain nameless* When a form

was produced which did appear to be significant, i.e. to be classifiable

as a design, it was given a name* But it is interesting to note that

Tikopia inventiveness in modem times did not appear to involve the

invention of new names for new figures* Figures newly created were
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aligned in texmB of already reoogniaed pattexi:kB and were known ae

variants of euch patterns conjoined with the name of the person

ireepoESible for the new variant. So when Seremata constructed hie

new pattern he assimilated it to the "pool" type, and it was known

by his name. There was already in existence another "pool" CPoi nupu)

attributed to Pu Taumako, a foziaer chief. (As Honor Matide points out,

the pool type of figure is widely known ethnographically and there

axe ioany ways of constructing it, that of Pu Taumako apparently being
■**. ■

a specific one.)

Tikopia who were skilled in making string figures had quite

a taxonomic interest in patterns produced. They recognised Kautukeniva

(Milky Way), Kanini (reef fish), etc. as generic types differing

specifically according to tJie shape and number of diamonds in the

particular form. When I %faa collecting figures I listened to various

discuesiODS as to how many Kaut\dc«aiva or other named types there might
be, and how many diamonds or other distinguishing marks in each. It

was said, for example, that there were three Kaukupenga only» those of

Pa Koroatu (Ho. I4), Pu Atafu (Ho. 15) and Pa Rangifuri (Ho. 16). The
first was said to be a development from Vai ngutu rua (No. 4)# the second
and third fron Vai ngutu toru (Nos. 5 and 6). The laat pair we]?e

distinguished by the one having no looped strings at the middle comers
of the omtxe and the other having such. So, apart fron their

eoneem with the technical procedures of pattern making, Tikopia interested

in these figures took an abstracting, generalising view of the patterns,

elassifying thws into a relatively small set of ma^or types by recognised

structural criteria.



The String Figares of Tlkopia

Introduction

This collection of string figures* though posaihly not complete*

prohahly represents a larger percentage cf locally known figures than

ie contained in any hitherto published woajc on the patterns for a

particular Pacific area*

•Almost half the 54 figures recorded are known else\diere in the

Pacific region (which includes New )iJuinea and Australia as well as

the Pacific Islands proper); constructions are not always identical^

however* and particularly with the series for two players there are

a number of interesting variations on a common basic thane.

Counts made of figures recorded from other parts of the Pacific

*diich are identical (or virtually identical) with those found on

Tikopia are as followsi

Gilbert Islands • 17

Australia •> 8

New Guinea - ^

Fiji - 6

Society Islands * 6

Caroline Islands - 5

New Caledonia - 5

Harguesas «• 4

Three figures* Raukape* Tofa and Foi Bupu Pu TajjIewWo* are found

wide^read throughout the Pacific,
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Too much importance should not "be placed on these counts since

the percentage of those collected to those known varies very consider

ably from place to place vxhile in whole groups of islandsj such as

Tonga and the Ellice in Polynesia or the Solomons and Hew Hebrides in

Melanesia} only a few figures have as yet been published. It is

worth noting, however, that in two localities - Hawaii and Nauru -

where the collection ratio is hi^, ihe patterns and techniques diow

little resemblance to those found on Tikopia; in the latter case

probably because, even more than on Tikopia, there was a marked and

relatively recent development on piirely local lines.

The conclusion suggested by a comparative study of Tikopi^

string figure^ patterns and techniques is that the original immigrants

brou^t with them a number of basic Polynesian-type figures, many of

which were, however, known throu^out most of the Pacific region;
JS, ^ rf

that superimposed on those €hp» found an interesting group of Micro-

neeian figures, possibly derived from the Gilbert Group (direct, or

via the Ellice Islands, ■vdiere a lasge percentage of Gilbertese

flgU3?es are known); lAiile yet a third group apparently came frcan

Melanesia, presumably as a result of canoe traffic* This last

conclusion is based on the assumption that the New Guinea and

Australian figures found did not travel direct but would be found

in the Santa Ciuz and other nei^bouring Melanesian islands if

field surveys were undertaken.
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Compajative Eotes on some "basic Pacific Fimres«

Althou^ in every Pacific area the "basic patterns* handed down,

from generation to generation, tend to form the core of the string

figure maker* s repertoire, they often show variations due in many

cases, as field workers soon discover, to imperfect ttaasmission at

some period or periods. Ehren where it is knovm, or later "becomes

kno\m, that tiie variation is traditionally incorrect it may, further

more, "be retained because it is considered an improvement in technique

or to result in a more satisfying design. While a compara.tive study

of "basic Pacific figures has still to "be written, it is hoped that

the following brief notes may convey an idea ot-the extent of simil

arity and variation in final designs end, even more important, in the

techniques by which they are reached.

(1) Raukape. one of the two most widely known Pacific figures, is
2

knovm as Kohlcape in the Marquesas and Loukape in Tonga. Elsewhere

the name is quite different "but the construction (except for a minor

move which achieves the same result) is identical, except in North

Queensland, where the opening is different and the Uavahoing is done

on the little fingers instead of the thtunbs, but the basic theme
5

remains the same.

(2) The second widely knom figure is Tofh, and also ,T1 Tasi.

These are really the same figure "but the latter is made by two

players from the beginning while in the case of the former the

r



^ . ; llae String Fifcurea of likoxiia,

Introdiiction

To "be inserted on page 4 "beinreen end of paragraph and (5) •

(3) The third figure which is known throui^out the Pacific is

Foi Num. This is a particularly interesting figure for comparative

study since it can he made in a variety of ways and each area

tends to use the dominant local techniquej in the case of the

Tikopiahs their tap and sequence which is employed to mdce two

versions; one the usual desiga and the other having hoth sides

knotted. The Nauruensj vdtli their characteristic virtuosityt^

make it in no less than three different v;ays.

The original (3), (4)» (5)» (6) and (?) to he charig-ed to (4); (5)»

(6), (7) end (8).

Alteration in Footnote 11;

Australian Institute of Ahoriginsl Studies.
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second player only joins in towards the end of the constmction.

Tliare are many variations in the method of maiting this figure in

different places hut the result is essentially the same everywhere.

On.ly in Tikopia, the Gilbert Islands» northern Tfew Guinea and the
■4

Solomon Islands do v;e find it made by t\70 players; on some islands

the three diamond stage only is re<iched; while iiihers finish the figure

but end with a variant finale. It is also one of the few oceanic

figures found outside the area; an identical pattern is recorded fpcm

Angola, thou{^- the method of reaching the three diamonds is rather
5

complicated; while on the Gold Coast not only is the method of

forming the diamonds eaual3.y complicated but they are then picked upo  - g

differently before the figure is turned over and over as usual.
(?) -o

(^) The series of figures called Manini is also kno^-m over a wide
area, vm.th many variations. Iii the Gilbert Islands the series is

identical ai^d in TJvea it is the same except for the making of liie
7

first figure.

Te Kaunna Sikotara is knovjn in the Gilbert Islands and a number
0

of other places; some go no further than the first figure; others

have one or imo continuations made by the same person; Txit only in

Tikopia is it fotmd as a series for two players.

(^) Te Aforau is, or was, probably known in man;^'' more places than
have been recorded, as those known cover much of Polynesia, Melanesia

and Micronesia. There are sli^t variations in construction Txit
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everywhere except Arnhem Lcmd (where they end with a disappointing

flat figure) the three sided figure is made.^

The series of figures called Vae Atua is fairly widely known

but is sometimes preceded by other figures. In Northern New Guinea

the series begins with a three diamond figure made by a unique method

10
and proceeds through a complicated series to the same figure;"

this is also the case in the Torres Strait Islands, and through a

similar series but beginning with the well known Murray Island

11 ?urthermore the sequence of figures varies from
Little Fishes.

pi<
placejafter the second figure.

Ran a Kera is a combination of two figures which are fairly

widespread throughout the Pacific. The first is often a pattern

Vhich is suddenly released, as Ran a Kera is finally dissolved, and

the second figure/^has a variety of openings and endings■
Tao and Ta

If the widely spread, traditional patterns provide the basic

core, nowhere in the Pacific do we find the islanders' repertoire a

static one; without exception, so far as we know, it was supplemented

over the centuries by innovations learjit from immigrants or visitors,

the chance disvovery of a supposed resemblance to some already-

known figure, or by deliberate invention.

V^le the Tikopialtk were certainly no mere copyists, as evidenced

,  (/q/t , . • c.y, l. 'm : > cMt-fti i ;;;T,
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"hgr the fact that some three-quarters of their figures axe unrecoi^ded

elsewhere, to the specialist the most interesting feature of their

indigenous constructions is the fact that they represent to a unique

degree variations in the possibilities ohtaisiahle from the experimental

development of a single technique complez: the series of movements

"beginning with tan and ta. These are used for nearly half their

figures, thus providing a characteristic technique pattern vdiich has

not hitherto been found to be predominant in any other locality.

■  • Like ilie Navaho Indian who, on "being shown an intricate and
-i.W ' •

beautiful Nauruan design, rejjlied that, *It is not a string figure*,

the islanders too have their aesthetic conceptions of vdiat constitutes

a perfect pattern; and to the Tikopian it would seem that perfection

lay in variations on a single theme — the tao and ta complex.

The movements involved im making tg.o and ta consist of holding

down one, ix/o or three strings with thumbs, and picking up one, two

or three strings witli index fingers, a varying Tium"ber of times, with

I  _ ■ finally a uniform sequence of movements to finish off and extend rach
>  '.A,

figure. In its simplest form, i.e. holding down one string and

■  ' ' picking up two strings once only, the tao and ^ sequence was seen

on Banaba in 1932, when three such figures were collected, "but the

extensive use and pepatition of the movements in a single figure was

quite unknovm; as was the Tikopia^, practice of interposing the

sequence with other manipulations, thus creating a great variety

'r/'
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of pleasing designs.

On Kauruj v/here the figures were perhaps more intricate than

arj;>^'/here else, tao and ta» again in its simplest foim, was onlBr used

aa an ending or finishing off for their complicated patterns. The

Kauruans used one wordj Eongatu.ha.ho* for the entire sequence; the

Gilbertese did not use it in their conctiuctions; labile the Banahans*

who did, had no name for it. Hence when writing up the Gilhertese

figures, including those from Banaha, and hefox-e I had heen to Nauru,

I called it the Bsnahan Hovement whj.ch, as now apnetirs, was a
12

misriomex'.

In Pi^^i^or' lilrth's notes the tax? OiuJ. sequence is merely

referred to as such and as I was able to woik out tlie figures without

difficulty I have retained tlxis procedure in describing the construction

of each figure. For the beginner the movements are act cut in detail

In tlxe section on Teiuiinology and sh.ould not be hard to master.

Peiiit^is it nay be mentioned her-e that another unusual practice

is to twist loops in a radial direction. For example Yai Ngutu Tom

is identical with the Banaben Tonua ni Manlba except that on Banaba

the indices and little fingers were rotated In an ulnar direction,

resulting in three double diamonds without the attractive central
13

twists of tl-ie Tikopiai| figure i '

ConclUfling PoteH.

(l) The string used on Tikopia was made of £ 7 ], very
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long and thin, and about a fathom and a lialf (9 feet) when doubled.

(2} Hie te;!iiU'jiology devised by E&DhOU and RIVERS is used tlirou^out,
lli

supplemented by the local Tikopiaa teicms.

Honor Maude

Canberra; Australiat

7th Januarys 1967.



lEEMINOLOGY USED IN MAKING THE STRING ITGUEES OF TIKOPIA

Palmar and Dorsal - The part of a string which lies across the palm

of a hand is described as palmar* the part lying across the back

of the hand as dorsal.

Radial and Ulnar - Anything on the thumb side of the hand is called

radial* anything on the little finger side is called ulnar.

Since a string passing round a finger or fingers foims a loop*

each such loop is composed of a Radial string and en \xlnar string.

Proximal and Distal - Of two strings or loops on the same finger* the o-i

one nearer the palm of the hand is called proximal, the one nearer

"tile finger tip is called distal, I\irthennore5 a loop may be

entered or a string picked up either from the proximal side (or

underneath) or from the distal side (or above).

Position 1 • Tips of thumbs and little fingers of each hand are put

together and then inserted into loop of string* separate th\imbs

and little fingers and extend hands (strings must not be crossed).

Opening A - Position 1. Palmar string of each hand is picked up on

back of index of opposite hand, right index first and left index

throU£^ ri^t index^from distal side.

Murray Op«iing - Hold string between thumbs and indices* hands being

about six inches apart with remainder of loop hanging downj make

a small hanging loop with the six inches of string by bringing hands

together* ri^t over left* insert indices towards you into this loop*
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continue movement until indices are upright» draw hands apart

and there will he a distal and a proximal loop on each index;

radial strings shoxild he parallel and ulnar strings crossed.

Kavaho Opening - Hold string het;.'een thumhs and indicesf hands

heing about six inches apart» with remainder of loop hanging

down; make a small upri^t loop with the six inches of string

hy bringing hands together* ri^t over left* Insert indices a

away from you into this loop and thumhs* also away from you*

into large hanging loop* draw hands apart and turn them upri^t

.1. w with fingers well spread out.

• ' > , ' Navaho - When there are two strings on a digit* one proximal and

,  the other distal, the proximal string is lifted over the jfeweteal,

string, over the tip of the finger and dropped on the other side*

Tap — Hold (or press) down with thumhs a given nomher of strings

(these do not include ulnar thamh string, which is not counted).

Tao soaotasi - hold down one (areidial index string).

Tao e i^aa - hold do;m two (radial and Txlnar index strings).

-  Tao e torn - hold down three (radial and ulnar index and radial
finger strings).

Ta "■ Manipulate; continuation of *Bao. Index fingers* pointing

down* hring towards you the number of strings indicated* distal

to thumb loops* then reversing their direction they pick up

radial thumh strings and return to position.

T  Ta Boaotasi - manipvilate one. If a sln^e string is held down

(radial index) then a sin^e ^ is made wi-tii ulnar index string.

If two strings are held do\m (radial and ulnar index) then a
o|/Lai-

sin^e jfea is made with little finger string.



Ta e loia - manipulate two, lif this follows a sin^e tao. then

ulnar index and radial little finger strings are hrou^t fonward.

If this follows the dual tao "both little finger strings are

"brou^t forward,

Ta e toiu - manipulate three. Eiis can only follow a sin^e

tao, i.e. radial index is held dovoii ulyar index and both little

finger strings are brou^t forv.'ard,

Kape alee - gouging up, iSiumbs return with ulnar little finger

stirings as Immediate completion of movement, IThumbs retain

strings picked up at beginning of 5ao movement» and passing

proximal to any Intervening strings? including little finger

loops? return with ulnar little finger strings.

Fakamaa ~ to make fast. in alternative movement used wheii kape ake

is not mentionedt in this case tlxumbs are freed and used to
(1 tLXJjlB-. S-Q/kw^i

recover one or other little finger string passtm

from distal side? throu^ proximal index loops and proximal to

little finger loops returning with ulnar little finger strings;

little fingers are released.
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Furifuri ifo -|^Turning loops from one finger to another,

genS^ally from indices to little fingers,by inserting

little fingers, from distal side, into distal index

loops and transferring distal loops to little fingerS|{.

Fakafiti i tua - make spring. Indices are inserted, from

distal side, into thumb loops, they pick up radial

thumb strings on their tips, press thumbs against

indices to prevent strings slipping^ palms are

turned away^ thus giving a pre-view of the final design;

thumbs are released. This technique of showing a

figure provisionally, before completing

Extension, is a very common feature in the construction
of Tikopiai^ figures; |ts objectfe® is to satisfy
the player in advance that his movements have been

performed accurately before giving the final and more

r  I:': ' ■•t"' - finished display of the figure.

Asu - to scoop. Thumbs pass proximal to index loops,

enter little finger loops from proximal side, return

with radial little finger strings and are then inserted

into index loops also from proximal side and indices

we released. j

.r

' '''j ■
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i' nsert ^
^  . f ■ , . -AI  . ^ Fakafiti i roto —'Caroline Extension, i.e.. Indices

are inserted, from proximal side, into thumb loops'.

they pick up ulnar thumb strings and, pressing thvunbs

against indices to prevent ulnar thumb-radial index

strings from slipping, palms are turned away.

OTHER TIKOPIA TERMS

Ka pena - Position 1.

^  .

Ka tii - Opening A, . . .

Titaki (titikak#?) - indices under opposite palmar
•JT-

strings,/the conversion of Position 1 to Opening A.
'v 'Ti

Taotao ifo - Transferring a loop from one finger to

another without turning it over. "■•tJ'*
sA:;-.

Ka ti — Navaho (generally done with mouth).

Tata - Push little loops towards centre of figure.

Mo to kini - String held in mojith.

J^afealemo - release.

Mioi - twist a finger loop; mioi ki tua. twist in ulnar

direction; mioi ki roto, twist in radial direction.

Ti mioi - insert a finger down behind opposite palmar

string and return with a twist.

Penapena - the opening movement of a figure, to 'set up'
I>i4> <*

in general.

V ' 'I

■I -
(** ^
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Takaro - a figure (literally a game).

Rau - a single string of a figiire,

Sikosiko - string figures as a whole and also the cord used,
r-
, j'Fai sikosiko —^make string figures

^Siko-^ - term used to another person to take the figure

and manipulate it when it is a series for two players»

an invitation to enter into the game.
■{-

V'l,

r; • ■- V

,  f -

isuka —i Movement used also in Malaii^ca and other Solomon
Ijdeiii'ica' / flie f-iaare-

Islands,^a:« 3-8 of/^Fifisuka, No.aS'V]
/5

Unu ko a rau -f'pull out loops in a figure to allow of its

extension.

/

:

Names of fingers —

Matikao ((kaikao) matua — thumb.

Matikao tusi - index.

- middle finger

- ring finger.

- little finger

I' X'.

Matikao

Matikao ^vXUo

Matikao tama

..

, ; / Nataina - ,?i
,./ I.* J

Sara -^ j

Man\ni- smgie <^'«^oncls. L?i ,
doulpk d(ayr,ondS. j

. -A "'



LIST OF FIGURES

1, Ibi Nupu,

2» Poi Kupu pu Taj^^o.

3, Poi Atu.

4* Vai Hgutu Eua,

5. Vai Kgutu Toiu I.

6. Vai Ngutu Tom II.

7. Niu Tako Tom.

8. Kanga Tete.

9. Kaxinga Tete.

10. Vai Ngutu Pitu.

11. Kau Kupenga. L

12. Vai Ngutu^Ta8i Pai Dfa I.

13. Vai Ngutu Tasi Pai Ofa II.

14. Kau Kupeu^ II

13. Kau Kupfsziga Illl

16. Kau Kupenga I)i.

17. Kautika NivauX

18. Kau Tuke NivalX*

19. Kau Hike NivaiLI.

20. Kau Hike Niva lU.

21. Kau Hike Niva JV,

22. Kau Tuka Niva Vi

23. Manini I.

24* Manini li.

25. Takaxo MaVab.



26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

53.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

4^44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

MaMni a Kongo.

Pupunga Moana.

Tere i Tane.

Fifisuka.

Raukape I

Raunisikeo.

Vae Atua. A- c, (?!•

Takaio Peni Potutasi.

Tauranga a Rupe.

Kaunga Tete Maori.

Kunete.

Pupu ma Singano.

Raukape II.

K' tAra iS te Popourii ^ ̂  ■

Rau a Kera. C,

Te TJtokotoko. o , b.

Takaro sa Runga,

Dnufe e Rua.

Takaic pa Tdcofe.

Te Afoiwi.

Eonu.

Te Kaunga Slkotara, , b, C, €.^ O

Manini III. a, c , (4, e.

Manini from Marama. a'* , V>,

Tofa i a Marama. cJ», b. c .

Ti Taai. b, e. ri .

Fet^a.

Kume.
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I. FGI ITUPU

1. Opening A.

2. Exchange index loops; right loop through left loop.
Hope, ^ ^ .

3. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fafeamau and release little fingers.

4. Eurifuri ifo.

5. Insert index into opposite index loop from distal side

and push little loops tov;ards centre of figure to make

a better figure.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, and release little fingers.

7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

9. Fakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i rot®.

FI ' '

I. c:

%

it'.-/
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u

^ FOI NUPU PU TAm^EKO.

1. Opening A,

2. Tao sogotasi, ta sogotasi and release thnmbs.

3. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index

loops, proximal to little finger loops and retujm with

ulnar little finger strings; release little fingers.

4. Purifirri ifo.

5. Release indices,

6. Rakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

/ y\ \
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3 FOI ATU.

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta sogotasi and release th-umbs.

3. Pass thujnbs, from distal side, through proximal index

loops, proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar

little finger strings; release little fingers.

4. Purifuri ifo.

5. Tao sogotasi, ta e run, fakamau and release little fingers.

6. Purifuri ifo.

7. Release indices.

8. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Fl <s 3

y|(rfe.
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/JOr
^ _ VAI ^UTU RUA.

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta e torn and release thninbs.

5. Pass thnmbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and ret\arn vri-th ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

4. Purifuri ifo,

5. Tao sogotasi, ta e ma, falcamau and release little fingers-

6. Purifuri ifo.

7. Release indices.

8. Palcafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Pi G k

/a/ LL
This is beginning of KAU KUPE^A PA KOROATjJ^. »
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VAI ̂ TU TORU.
1, Opening A.

•AVI.

«  I ^ '

2. Tv/ist all loops by rotating fingers towards "you,--d:mm7~away

arid-np..

j^hxpe
3. Tao sogotasi p ta e rua, fakamau and release little fi:ngers;*

4. iiirifuri ifo.

5. Release indices,

6. Rakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

P I (r •- <X-

F I e 5" b

I  C ^ V
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VAI ̂ UTU TORU.

1. Opening A.

2. Pass tii-umbs^distal to index loops, insert into little finger
loops from proximal side and return with radial little finger
strings.

3. Pakafiti i roti and release thumbs.

4. Pass thumbs from distal side, through proximal index loops,
proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little
finger strings; release little fingers.

5. Purifuri ifo.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, faxamau and release little fingers.

7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

9. Pakafiti i tua, asu^fakafiti i roti.

Y\d1 -

'l-
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7. NIU T'AKO TQRU

1. Opening A.

2. Twist left little finger loop and right thumb loop once

clockv/ise.

kape ccke
5» Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fuliajiiLm and release little fingers,

4. kurifuri ifo.

5. Release indices.

6. Rakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

V

Fifl. 7-
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il-
S KASI^4 TETE,

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta sogotasi and release th-umbs.

3. Pass tliumbs, from distal side, through proximal index

loops, proximal to little finger loops acid return with

ulnar little finger?^ release little fingers.

4. Purifuri ifo.

5. Repeat 2, 3 and 4/ twice.

6. Release indices.

7. Pahafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Fi <; sr

CX/VMri-i^eA. ci-Ux/wurvt-CsO-
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HC::
q. ^-lAU TETE

-3 r' ji

'■ ' \]b
\ 1 '■ ,}v J,v;..:(

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Opening A.
Tao sogoiasi, ta sogotasi and release ■fchninbs.

Pass thumbs,from distal side, through proximal index loops,
proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little
finger strings; release little fingers.

Purifuri ifo.

Repeat 2, 3 and 4 three times,

Tao e rua, ta sogotasi; release proximal index strings from
thumbs, then, with distal ulnar index strings still held down
pass thumbs proximal to proximal index loops, return v/ith xilnar
little finger stringsi^^ aelecue •
Purifuri ifo.

Release indices.

9. Pakafiti i tua,asu, fakafiti i roti.

/-(? 0|

>  . .
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fO- VAI ̂ UTU FITU
RAt? ̂ UTU PITU

1. Dpening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta sogdtasi and release thiimbs.

5. Pass -th-umbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

4. Purifuri ifo.

5. Repeat 2, 5 and 4 four times.
jXtxpi. oJdt.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers .

7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

9. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

fis, lO

10. lay figure down and carefully release hands. With palms

facing one another insert th-umbs at a,a, and indices at

b,b, and pick up the top and bottom strings of the figure.

Extend hands.

11. Repeat

//? f-isiykcx L t- s(.f; t r ^

1^ Pigure reduced by two diamonds.
fu.'. • A. ttl'.

Movements 2, 3 and 4 are usually repeated seven times,

with a very long string eight or ten times.
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fj
il KAU KUPEGA.

1. Opening A. - , ^

2. Tvri.st each loop once rotating fingers tewar4s--yau,-downy-away-

sffid-ytp.'

3. Tao sogotasi, ta sogotasi and release thwflhs.

4. Pass thrjnbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return v/ith ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

5. Purifuri ifo.
kape cJee-

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, f^amau and release little fingers.

7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

9. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i rotaJ.

Fi S II
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[X VAlgUTU TASI M CPA.

1. Opening A. ^ ̂olJLl'oJL

2. Twist all loops once rotating firigers towards-yon, ..dowBrr

^way- and—iipT

3. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release thimlDS.

4. Pass thnmTDS, from distal side, through proximal index

loops, proximal to little finger loops and retiarn vhth liLnar

little finger strings; release little fingers.

5. Purif"uri ifo. , i

6. Tvd.st thnmhii and little finger loops, -rotati-ng-eiitwardsi
l^ape ale.

7. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers.

8. Purifnri ifo.

9. Release indices.

10. Paicafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

FI ̂  /Z

,  .. V-

'1-
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41.

^ VAI^TU TASI FAI OFA. 2nd Method.

1. Opening A. ,

2. TwiSt indices, -^xuja , g/ur>ArA, cu,'u4 ||. ns^^rA-*:^ e-^iwrv.
3. Ta:o sogotasi, ta e toru and release thumbs.

4. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

5. Purifuni ifo.
etkjL,

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers.

7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

asu-f
9. Pakafiti i tua,^fakafi±i i roti.

F/ ̂  i ̂



26.

1*^ /fc-
///. KAU KUPE^A.

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta e torn and release thumbs.

5. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

4. Purifuri ifo.
i'iape. o-ke.

5. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, falcamau and release little fingers.

6. Purifuri ifo.

7. Push little loops towards centre of figure.
o-Ke.

8. Tab sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers.

9. Purifuri ifo.

10.Release indices.
asu.

ll.Pakafiti i tua,^fakafiti i roti.

//

Fig I 2,

Tk ft.fi. t': J a

''
■  -1
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14.

IS
^ TE KAU KIIPEGA

j(jSUj\aiA. t'/xi. ft c-LcaM
1. Opening A.

2. Twist all loops once,

3. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fafijnau and release.
4. Purifuri ifo.

5. Push little loops towards centre of figure.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, f^amau and release.
7. Purifuri ifo.

8. Release indices.

q. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

P/ <5.



15.
^  (TVs .■;{XP £.- /> A.t, I ^ -V

16 a/
KAir KllPm_  ̂

'V to I'j o'i / 9 I

1. Opening A.
2. Tao 8 rua, ta sogotasi and release thumbs.
3. Pass thumbs, from distal side,through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar
little finger strings; release little fingers.

,cvp^
4. Purifuri ifo.

5. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, faiiamau and release little fingers.
6. Purifuri ifo.

7. Push little loops tov/ards centre of figure.
kc-pe8. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fahamau and release little fingers.

9. Purifuri ifo.

10. Release indices,

11. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

P (^ I <

VlA,-^ -WV<'V'*Vv^'iA) . ■"
^ K
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5.

17- TE KAUTIKA I-TI7A. -i-

1. Position 1.

2. Insert right index,from distal side, behind left palmar

string, twist towards you and up and extend; perform same

movement with left index;inserting from distal side through

right index loop.

3. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release thumbs,

4.ipPass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index
loops and proximal to little finger loops, return with ulnar

,^little 'inger strings and release little fingers,

5. Purifuri ifo.
ake.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua^ jEsdeamau and release little fingers.

7, Purifuri ifo,

8, Release indices.

9, Pakafiti i asu, fakafiti i roti?.

en rxrnxzx:-'

Fis. n
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42. ■■•4

ICAU TUICE NIVA. 'J- '

1. Position 1,

2. Insert right index, from distal side, hehihd left palmar string,

,  tmst towards you and up and return to right; perform same

movement with left hand. -• ^ ,
di_ JLJC. £7'-^ t' !■ -

3. Twist little finger and thumb loops once/ rotating-inwards.

4. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release thumbs.

5. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops
proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little
finger strings; release little fingers.

6. Purifuri ifo. , ' — '

7. Twist little finger and thumb loops once rotating.away froHh
-you.

Kofe ouki-
8. Tao sogotasi, ta e niia, fakamau and release little fingers.

9. Purifuri ifo.

10. Release indices.

11. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

F 1 <? i r •  ■ .1.4^

f'- . ,
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10.

jq. KA.U TTJICE IIIVA Jj]

1, Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release th-umbs.

5. Pass thujnbs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with radial little

finger strings.

4. Insert thumbs,from proximal side, into distal index loops

and Bavato thumbs.

5. Release distal index loops.

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release thumbs.

7. Pass thumbs,from distal side, through proximal index loops,

proximal to little finger loops and return with "ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

8. Purifuri ifo.

c>Me.

9. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers.

10. Purifuri ifo.

11. Release indices

12. Pakafiti i tua, asu, -gyri fakafiti i roti.

piC

t. -



58.

fO KAU TU3CE NIVA. jt-
1. Opening A.

2. Bring indices tov/ards you, distal to thumB loops, then away
from you proximal to thnmh and index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side, return with ulnar little finger
strings and release little fingers,

5» Bring ring and little fingers twoards you proximal to index loops,
grasp ulnar thimih string between them and return allowing string
to slip over little fingers.

4. Insert little fingers, from proximal side into distal index

loops and navaho little fingers.

5. Release indices from distal loops,

6. TaA sogotasi, ta e toru and release thumbs.

7. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops
oroximal to little finger loops, return v/ith ulnar little finger
strings and release littHe fingers,

8. Purifuri ifo,

Rape cJze
9' Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, falkamau and release little fingers.

10. Purifuri ifo,

11. Release indices,

12. Pakafiti i tua, asii, fakafiti i roti.

/

FlC ^



54.

;?! KAU TUKE NIVA. ̂

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta e torn, "but indices hook hack

radial index strings,

3. Transfer dista.l index loops to thtunhs,

4. Insert middle fingers, from distal side, into thnmh

loops and pass indices towards you between proximal and

distal radial thumb strings; with tips of indices

hO' k back proximal radial thumb strings and return to

position.

5. Relea-se thumbs,

6. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index

loops and retirrn to position with with proximal and

distal ulnar index strings.

7. Navaho thumbs and release distal loops from indices,

8. Pass thurabs, from proximal side, through index loops,

insert into little finger loops from proximal side and

return witr radial little finger strings,

9. Pakafiti i roti and release thumbs,

10. Pass thumbs, from proximal side, through proximal
index loops, proximal to little finger loops and return
with ulnar little finger strings; release little fingers.

^.ansfer distal index loops to little fingers.

12. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into index loops

and hold down ulnar index strings; insert indices, from

distal side, into little finger loops, hook up radial
little finger strings and allow original index loop
to drop off; bring indices towards you, still poihting

down, distal to radial thumb strings then hook these
back and straighten indices; pass thumbs, still holding
down ulnar index strings, proximal to ulnar little finger



strings and hook them hack throu^i thumh loops.

13. Release little fingers.

14. Purifuri ifo.

dan-/

15. Pakafiti i tua, fakafiti i roti
7\
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16.

MP TUK£ laVA V

1. Opening A.

2. Insert: indices, fpoin proximal side, inio liiile finger loops

and transfer these loops to tips of indices.

3. Insert thumbs|from proximal side, into distal index loops;

pxjig and little fingers hook down distal ulnar index strings
and proximal index loops; pass middle fingers distal to distal

radial thumb strings and proximal to proximal radial thumb

strings^ and,- lift proximal loops off thumbs; straighten ring and
little fingers and allow distal index loops to slip off indices;
transfer middle finger loops to tips of indices.

Repeat ^ three times.
5. Insert little fingers^from proximal side, into distal index loops

and transfer these loops to little fingers,

6. Tao sogotasi, ta e toru and release th-umbs.

7. Pass thiimbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops^

proximal to little finger loops and return with ulnar little

finger strings; release little fingers.

8. Piirifuri ifo.

9. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, f^amau and release little fingers.
10. Furifuri ifo.

11. Release indices.

12. Fokafiti i ^ ^

- fu —t: ^^

^  . . .



52.

immu. -i

1. Position 1.

2. Bring right hand to left, insert right index^from distal

side, behind left palmar string, turn index'^'^^^^and up
and return to position. Repeat vath other hand,

V

5, Twist all loops once, hand clockwis'e, i©#t hamS^ti-

olookwise",

)cia~pe ojee-
4. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, fakamau and release little fingers,

5, Punifuri ifo.

6, Push little loops towards centre of figure.

oJid

7, Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, falcamau and release little fingers.

8, Purifuri ifo,

9, Release indices,

10, Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Ffcj ;?3

This is termed MAPINI though it has.,...- kupega



50.

c5// MANIlCE^l

1, Insert right thumh and left thumh and index into loop.

2. Bring right hand to left, pass index hetv/een left thnmh and
index, distal to string running hetv/een them, then hook hack this
string with right index tun*ning finger away and up; return

to--^ sit Ion.- -etby/-.;'- •- .

3. Pass little fingers proximal to index loops and insert ring
fingers into index loops from proximal sio.e, clasp radial index
strings between these two fingers and return to position
with radial index strings on backs of little fingers; release

ring fingers.

4. Release indices.

5. Ta sogotasi (with radial little finger strings) and release
thumbs.

6.. Transfer index loops to thumbs.

7. Ta e rua (with both little finger strings) and release

thimibs.

8. Trahsfer index loops to thumbs.

l^ixjaJL- a-ksL.
9. Ta sogotasi (as above), fakamau and release little fingers.

10. Purifuri ifo.

11. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakaftti i roti.

c \, \ /'\ /•:
s\ ^'
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55.
o

f  NCr
I f. E'lAKINI A EO/0.

(X 'skoirr or- ciouhl-ed f
1. Hold^string in both hands with hands about 6 inches apart,

bring right hand to left thus mahing a small loop with

right hand string Ijung over i^ft hand string; give loop another
twist in the same direction and hold looped strings in

mouth.

2. Insert hands, away from you, into long hanging loop, grasp

"bight and lay it over strings already in mouth;

insert little fingers, from proximal side, into small

mouth loop, release all strings from irouth and extend.

3. Transfer wrist loops to thumbs.

4, Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger

loops and return with radial little finger strings.

5. Pakafiti i roti.

\ /

X"

/
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33.

A-Jlj TTJFU^A IVIDAM.

1,Opening A.

2.Rotate right hand twice clockwise wrapping strings round wristi

With right thumb and index remove loop from left index, rotate

left hand once anti-clockwise and replace index loop.

TJnv/ind both hands.

3. Repeat 2 with opposite hands and opposite directions,
a-ke

4. Tao sogotasi^ ta e rua, fafcamau and release little fingers,

5. Purifuri ifo.

6. Rakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Fi



*1 I'ERE I TAUE.

1. Kiirray opening.

2. InsoTTb little fingers, from distal side, into distal index loops,

hook down distal ulnar index strings, then insert into proximal

loops from proximal side and return v;ith proximal ulnar index

strings.

3. hass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops and

return with distal ulnar index strings.

d. bring middle fingers towards you distal to distal radial index

strings, catch up on their backs proximal radial index strings

and return to position.

5. Keeping strings hanging loosely release thumbs, and then, passing

thumbs distal to released string and proximal to distal radial

index strings, return to position v/ith distal radial index strings

on their backs.

6. With little fingers hook down ulnar middle finger strings and

release middle fingers', turn little fingers away and up to position;

turn thumbs down towards you and spreading fingers wifiey turn

palms outwards.



4  . continued.

Pl6,.X^

Release little fingers and thumbs then pull hands quickly

apart; 'this leaves a double string on indices only.



13.

FIFISUKA

1. Opening A.

2. Transfer index loops to wrists.

3. Insert indices, from distal side, into tli'um'b loops,

pick up ulnar thumb strings on their tips then insert

indices into little finger loops, also from distal side and

pick up radial little finger strings dripping ulnar thumb

strings as you do so; turn hands with palms upwards,

4. With opposite index and thumb take hold of ulnar thumb

and radial index strings where they join on palm of hand

and release thumb, index and little finger. Insert little

fingers away from you into near loop then pass thumb distal

to radial little finger string;^ and insert towards you into

far loop,

5. Repeat 3 and 4 twice.

6. Repeat 3,

7. With opposite hand pick up radial wrist stringsand drop over

tluMb; with opposite index and thimab take hold of radial

index string and dorsal string and release all but thumb;

drop dorsal string and insert little finger into remaining

loop pointing towards opposite hand.

8. Fakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Pig,



7. ^

5-0, RAUKAPE.

1.Opening A.

2. Release thumbs.

3. Vvith mouthy pick up,from distal side, ulnar liutle finger string
and pull towards you.

A. Insert left index,from distal side^into mouth loop, pick up right

raouth string on it's back sn.d return to left, pass right index

between your body and left mouth string, return to right with

string on back of finger and release string from mouth.

Extend hands keeping proximal and distal index loops v;ell apart.

3, Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little finger

loops from proximal side and return with radial little finger

strings.

6. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into distal index loops and

Navalao thumbs with lipe.

7. Release indices from distal loops and trensfer thumb loops to

indices, keeping these loops distal.

8. Repeat y and 6.

9. Pass middle fingers distal to distal ulnar index strings, insert

into oroximal index loops from distal side and pick up proximal

radial index strings.

10. Release little fingers and turn palms away v/ith fingers wide

apart.



20. 5 1 RAUiTISIKEO

1. Insert thnrntsinto loop so that radial thumb string is about six

inches long, the rest of the loop hangs loosely dovm.

2. Pass left little finger to right and towards yoU;distal to radial

thumb strj.ng, pick up on itoS back right radial thumb string and

return to left. Pass right little finger to left and towards you

distal to right radial thumb string, insert into left thumb loop

from proximal side and extend hands.

3. Insert thumbs,from proximal side^into little finger loops and return

with radial little finger strings.

4. Pakafiti i roti,

5. Navabo thumbs v/ith hanging loop.

6. Put tips of thumbs and indices together and transfer index loops to

thumbs.

7. Pakafiti i roti.

8. Pavabo tluunbs.

9. Release little fingers, rotate thumbs towards you and^down and turn
palms outwards, thus extending figure

P  •■ ■■■ ■/
^/■\ 7 \-

f V- A \ > V ^

FisS( '
...

I* .

A better extension is achieved by releasing little fingers at
movement 9, then transferring index loops to little fingers followed
by fakafiti i tua, asu and fakafiti i roti.



47. VAE ATUA. '

1. Insert,thumbs into loop so that radial thumb string is

about inches long, the rest of the loop hangs loosely-

down.

2. Pass right little finger to left and tov/ards j^ou, distal to

radial thumb string, pick up on it's back,,- radial thumb string

close to left thumb and ret-urn to right. Pass left little

finger to right and towards you, distal to left radial thumb

string, insert into right thiunb loop from proximal side and

return to left with right radial thiunb string. Draw hands

apart imtil strings are taut.

3. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger loops
and return with radial little finger strings.

4. Pakafiti i roti

5. Navaho thumbs -with hanging radial thumb string.

6. Place tips of thiunbs and indices together and allow index

loops to slip onto thumbs,

7. Pakafiti i r li.



47.Continued.

/'

ft-...
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Fl 5 3A t'

8. Release little fingers.

9. Trynsfer index loops t) little fingers,

10. Pakafiti i roti.

\ ■
s:C\
/

/

flG,.

'I

11. Release little fingers.

12. Transfer index loops to little fingers,

13. Pakafiti i roti.

F/C
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17.

TAKARO PEKI POTUTASI

1. Position 1 ;vith string/^ru^'^e^-
2. Insert right index, from proximal side, behind left palmar

string and return.

LEFT HAED^—

5. Insert thumb,from proximal side, into little finger loop and
return with radial little finger string.

4. Insert index,from proximal side,into thumb loop, retiirn with
ulnar thumb string and release thumh(^<eep index loop near tip

of finger.)^

5. Pass thumb proximal to index loop, insert into little finger

loop from distal side, twist down^towards you and up, carrying

with it radial little finger string and release little finger.

6. Transfer index loop to little finger.

7. Repeat 3^ A, 5 & 6i.

8. Repeat 3^ 3 ̂

9. Repeat 5.

10. Fakafiti i roti.

11. Release right index.

f\ <; 3^



22.

h TAlllA^A A RUPE
1. Opening A.

2. Transfer index loops fo middle fingers and thmnb loops
to indices.

3. TaJse radial index string in mouth; insert right thumb,
from distal side, into mouth loop and return with left

mouth string; pass left hand to right proximal to mouth
loop then insert into mouth loop from distal side and return
with right mouth string releasing string from mouth.

4. Ti'ansfer thumb loops ti indices and middle fingers;

transfer little finger loops also to indices and middle

fingers.

5. havaho indices with proximal radial strings and liavaho

middle fingers with proximal ulnar middle finger strings,

6. Grasp left hand string s in right hand and lift gently off,
turn loops over away from you and place over thumb and little

finger. Repeat with other hand.

7. Stretch fingers wide apart and pull figure taut.
'—i>
8. y/ith indices pick up towards you the two straight strings

which lie across figure.

9. Release thumbs then insert them,from distal side,into index
loopsand release indices.

10. Insert thumbs,from proximal side, into little finger loops,
return with radial little finger strings and ifavaho thumbs -
the figure emerges again.

The process may be repeated indefinitely^

,.4-

L
ike. RAKSfi'Ru^"6" ( )  is "hive. oievUo^

Fi <s 3^



44.

TETE MAORI.

1. Opening A.

2. Pass thumbs distal to index loops and proximal to little

finger loops and return with ulnar and radial little finger

strings.

3. Insert indices, from distal side, into thumb loops, turn

them away and up and release thumbs.

4. Pass .thumbs oroximal to three distal radial 'and one distal

ulnar^sWings, hold distal ulnar strings betv/een thumbs and
indices and tv/ist indices, dovm., towards you and up distal to

proximal ulnar index strings; release thumbs.

5. Pass thumbs, from proximal side, through proximal index loops,
then proximal to distal ulnar index strings, hold these strings
against indices then twist indices down through .distal—and
proximal loops towards you and up retaining original distal
loops only.

6. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little finger

loops from proximal side and return with radial little finger

strings; then insert into index loops, also from proximal side

and release indices.

7. Pakafiti i roti.

PlQ 3f
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50.

^6 KmiETE.

1. Opening A.

2. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger loops,

rotate them towards you and up, betv/een indices and thumbs,

carr3ring with them radial little finger strings; release

little fingers.

3. Insert middle, ting and little fingers, from distal side, into

index loops and pull down ulnar index strings.

4. Holding figure loosely gently release thumbs then insert them into

the dropped loop# from distal side; next insert "hiem into figure
close to tips of middle fingers and pick up from proximal

side proximal radial index strings.

Fi e 3/

I'l ft)
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19.

1

2

3.

4.

5.

6

/t-
37 PIIPU MA SIZANO

or

SAUlvIA AM.

Opening A.

Insert Indices, from distal side, into little finger loops, twist

towards you and up between indices and thumbs carrying with them

radial little finger strings and ulnar index strings; release

little fingers.

Twist index loops once more.

Insert middle, ring and little fingers, from distal side^into index
loops; with middle finger push up that radial index string v;hich

runs from hand to hand and at the same time release tension on

thumb strings by turning hands away from you, this shows figure

of four diamonds.

Gently release th\imbs, then insert into re^leased loops from distal

side and pick up on their backs the radial index strings which form

the lower outer diagonals of diamonds.

Gently release thumbs again, then insert into released loops from

distal side, pass them proximal to double little finger strings
and return with them on backs of thumbs; release little and ring

fingers and turn hands outwards with fingers spread wide.

F. c 37



51.
RAUKAPE.

m

/i - ■ r

1, Insert thwibs only into loop.

2. V/ith left hpnd hold strings near right hand and rotate right

thnmh away, -down,- towards you- and up and release strings

held in left hand.

5« Insert little fingers, from proximal side, into thumb loops

and return with ulnar thumb strings.

4. Insert right index, from proximal side, behind left palmar

string and return to tight; insert left index, from distal

side, into right index loop and from proximal side behind

right palmar string and return to left. (As in opening A.)

5. Insert indices, from distal side)into little finger loops,

rotate towards you and up carrying with them radial little

finger strings and ulnar index strings; release little fingers.

6. V/ith ring and little fingers hold lilnar index strings against

palmg.

7. Pass middle fingers proximal to radial index strings and

insert into thumb loops from proximal side; release thumbs

carefully then pass them from distal side throu^ middle

flinger loops, hook back radial index strings which cross figure

diagonally to base and release miadle fingers.

8, Repeat but thumbs hook back double; strings a^t-baee—erf--
figure;

9. Release ring and little fingers; pass middle fingers towards you,
proximal to distal radial index strings which run from hand to

hand and hook back this string; then stretching fingers wide
turn hands palms away from you.

'It/
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51. ja ARA IRI TE POPOURI.

1. Opening A.

2. Talce in mouth ulnar index and radial little finger strings

where they cross.

3. Insert right index, from distal side, into mouth loop, pick

iip left mouth strings and return to right; pass)left index
between your body and right mouth strings, pick up these

strings on back of index and return to left; release strings
from mouth.

4. Pass thumbs proximal to index loops, insert into little finger
loops from proximal side, twist thumbs away, down, towards you
and up carrjring vdth them ulnar little finger strings and

release little fingers.

5. Pass ring and little fingers proximal to index loops and hook

down ulnar thumb strings then insert thumbs from proximal side

into index loops; there are now two proximal and two distal

radial thumb strings with a single radial string between them;

insert middle fingers, from proximal side, into index loops,

pass them distal to distal radial thumb strings and ITavaho
thumbs with double proximal strings.

6. Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and transfer

these loops to thumbs.

7. Pakafiti i roti and release thumbs.

pt e 3^



31. Continued,

Loose strings on top are called ARA IRI TR iiARAIiA - path to light,

those in centre of figixre ARA IRI TE POPOURI

"ARA IRI TE POPOURI E

ARA IRI TE aiARAiJA"

Continuation;- PAPAKA

8. V/ith backs of thumbs in lower half of figure pick up ulnar index

strings which run to ba,se of figure, release little fingers, then

turning palms away from you pick up with little fingers diagonal

stringy lyi ng close behind them, ((gontinuation of one of the

loose top strings)*

9. Release indices and extend hands fully.

10. Asu, fakafiti i roti C[]^oceed MANIILE as in RAU A KERA

Fi fi in
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25.
:j!^0 RAU A KERA

1. Opening A.

2. Pass thcunlDs proximal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side, twist thumbs away, down,

towards you and up, carrying with them ulnar little finger

strings, and release little fingers.

3. Pass middle, ring and little fingers proximal to index loops

and hold down ulnar thumb strings; insert thumbs^ from proximal

side, into index loops and kavaho thumbs.

4. Insert thumbs, from distal side, into index loops and

transfer these loops to thumbs.

5. Palcafiti i roti and re^lease thumbs.

'I

Continuation PAPAKA

6. With backs of thumbs inserted through end diamonds pick up

ulnar index index strings which run diagonally to base of

figure, release little fingers then turning hands away from

you pick up with little fingers strings lying close behind

them (outer lower strings of end diamonds)

7. Release indices.



25.

hi s ^0 j>

Continuation;

Releas e thumbs *

HAITI I'll

tlhen pass them proximal to index and little

finger loops/return with both little finger strings and insert

into index loops from proximal side; twist thumbs away, down,

towards you and up carrying with them ulnar index strings;

release indices.

10. Asu, fakafiti i roti.

This termed MANIITI still though now four central diamonds.

'i\ .1

y

Fi s /f^ a

Process is repeated until there are 8 or 10 diamonds.

SARA release indices and pull out.



35/36. TE UTQKOTOICQ.

1. Opening A.

2. Tao sogotasi, ta e rua, kape ake and release little fingers,

3. Pnrifuri ifo,

4. Release indices.

5. Fakafiti i tiia, asu, fakafiti i roti.

h I G-

36. Continuation: MGMOM.

6. Release indices, then insert them towards you between double
strings in centre of figure and release thumbs and little

fingers.

7. Transfer index loops to thumbs.

8. Arrange strings so that radial thumb strings are crossed then

insert little fingers, from proximal side, into proximal tliumb
loops and return with proximal ulnar thumb strings.

9. Fakafiti i roti and release thumbs.

10. Pass thumbs proximal to index and little finger loops, return
with both little finger strings and insert indo index loops
from proximal side; rotate thumbs away, down, towards you
and up and release indices.



35/36 Continued.

11. Insert thumbs, from proximal side, into little finger loops

and return with radial little finger strings.

12. Pakafiti i roti.

I" I b

Movement 10/ may "be repeated as many times as desired.



52.

(sICt'
% TAKARO SA RTJ^A.

1. V/ith feet about 6 inches apart put one end of loop over two

big toes; hold other end in right hand and pull taut. V/ith

left hand grasp string between toea and pull up beside right

hand. (Remove loop from left toe, tuxn over and replace so that

strings do not cross -r -.j.. '

2. Lay strings on lap; pick up central crossed strings near to

you, one in each hand^and cross again; then carry them outside

side strings and v/ith palms facing down pick up side strings

with backs of thtonbs and pull taut,

5. Repeat movement 2 about 6 times,

4. To extend, insert right hand little finger, from proximal side,

into right hand loop and thumb into left hand loop. Inswrt left

little finger, from proximal side, into right toe loop and

thumb into left toe loop.

5. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

Jl i 3. lij' 4- -ic ' A



46.

/ millPE E RUA.

Fold string between tlnjinbs and indices, hands being about

6 inches apart; maJce a small loop by bringing right hand

to left and a?/ay from you and hold double string in mouth;

insert hands away from you into large hanging loop and extend

hands, then put ulnar wrist string in mouth proximal to

small mouth loop; insert little fingers, from proximal side

into small mouth loop and release strings from mouth.

2. Bend thumbs down towards you then away from you proximal to

radial wrist strings and distal to -ulnar wrist strings, bend

thumbs down, tov/ards you and up bringing with them ulnar wrist
strings.

5. Remove loops from wrists and drop.

4. Pakafiti i rott), asu, fakafiti i rotf>

7]

Fi s, ' 3

Continuation;- Three, Five, Seven or more -un-ufe.

5./^Releaae- ^ v n

'•^7" . ■ "



46. Continued.

6. Pass right hand away from you proximal to all strings of

left hand, grasp ulnar little finger string, bring it

back oroximal to all strings, then av/ay from you distal to

all strings and drop over little finger; havaho little

finger. Repeat with other hand,

7. Remove from thumbs the loops whose ulnar strings cross

radial little finger strings.

8. V/ith opposite hand remove thumb loop by grasping radial

string|, turn over and replace on thwnb so that original

radial thumb string becomes the uJLnar string.

9. Pakafiti i tua, asu, fakafiti i roti.

As the strings appear to be twisted when in fact they are not,

the figure needs arranging or alternatively, pull radial thumb

strings two or three inches towards you before extending figure,

thus shortening ulnar thumb strings which form top of figure

and allowing more string for the design.



11. TE AFCRAU.

.  ■«

1. Position 1.

2. With hands ahout six inches apart pass right hand to ^ilnar
side of left hand, insert into Ifi^p from proximal side and return
to position. Pass left hand to ulnar side of right hand, insert
into distal loop from proximal side and draw hands apart.

5. With right index finger take up^from proximal side,left palmar
string and return; insert left index finger, distal side^
through right index loop, pick up from proximal side right
palmar string and return.

4. Transfer index loops to wrists.

5. Insert indices, from distal side, into little finger loops,
hook up radial little finger strings and, v/ith fingers still
pointing downwards, insert them from distal side into thuqib
loops; pick up on their hacks ulnar iliumh strings.

6. Pelease xhumhs.

7. Transfer index loops to thumbs.

8. Transfer wrist loops to Position 1/ on thumbs and little
/

fingers,

9. Repeat 5.

10. Release little fingers,

11. Insert little fingers, from distal side, into index loops
and transfer index loops to little fingers,

12. A loop will now be seen depending from each palmar string;
insert indices, from distal side, into these loops and hook
up the strings which run diagonally across figure to ox)posite
thumbj Still keeping indices pointing do nwards, insert them
from distal side between the two ulnar thumb strings so that



11, Continued.

they hook up those ulnar thumb strings v/hich are already

held on the index finger of opposite hand.

13. Holding figure loosely, gentlj'' release thumbs then take up

on their backs hanging string close to indices. Spread fingers

mde and a three sided figure appears; the doiible index strings

represent the ridge pole of the canoe shed.

X

\

F<5

Jsjuuo



24.

FOJTU_

1. Tto players mth a string each make Opening AS
(X,

filajev 1 has/^shorter string than Player 2.

2. Pacing each other Player 1 inserts his whole hand, from

distal side, into index loops of Player 2 and returns with

these loops on his wrrists; Player 2 does the same.

3. Player 1 removes his hands from all loops, gathers up the

strings hanging f:a?om Player 2*s hands and wraps them roimd

and round strings between latter's hands, with a clockv/ise

movement of right hand,

4. Player 1 holds the remainder of string between his two hands

and rubs them calling —

"ililimili ta zalizaii

tata tou isu"
and touches Player 2's nose.

He rubs strings again and calls again towards nose of someone els e

near and so on - a good joke.

5. Player 1 takes loops from Player 2's left hand,lifting thumb

loops in right hand and little finger loops in left hand;

Player 2 releases his left hand from wrist loop, then picks

up with it his right thumb and little finger loops;

he then releases his right hand from wrist loop and takes

former little finger loop.

Players draw hands apart.

6. Both players saw alternate hands and sing -

"Ponu E

Ponu tenei

Te uru o

Te fonu tenei"
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hW. TE KAU fj. SIpTAHA.

1. Opening A.

2. Pass th-umlDS distal to index loops, insert into little
fing- r loops from proximal side and retirrn with radial
little finger strings.

3. Insert indices, from proximal side, into thumb loops,
return with ulnar thumb strings and release thumbs.

4. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,
insert into little finger loops from proximal sidSj-^
return with radial little finger stringsyand release little

fingers.

5. With little fingers hook down distal ulnar index strings
then pass them proximal to proximal index loops, insert
into thumb loops from proximal side, return with ulnar
thumb strings and release thumbs.

6. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index
loops, hook back proximal and distal ulnar index strings

and return proximal to distal radial index strings.

7. ITavaho thumbs and release.indices from distal loops.

8. Pass thumbs distal to index loops, insert into little

finger loops from proximal side and return with radial
little finger strings.

9. Pakafiti i roti.

' i '
t .

Pi 1,7^



8. Continued.

10, Take ulnar string of right index in mouth, sa^ release

index then insert into mouth loop from proximal side

and release string from mouth. Repeat with left hand.

11. Release th"umbs.

12. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through proximal index loops,

insert into little finger loops from proximal side, return

v/ith radial little finger strings and release little fingers.

13. With little fingers hook down dlataO. itlnar index strings then

pass them proximal to proximal index loops, insert into thumb

loops from proximal side^affid ret-urn with ulnar thumb strings
and release thuiabs.

14. Pass thumbs, f from distal side, through proximal index loops,

hook back proximal and distal ulnar index strings and return

proximal to distal radial index strings.

15. Navaho thunbs and release indices from distal loops.

16. Pass thumbs, from distal side, through index loops, insert

into little finger loops from proximal side and return with

radial little finger strings.

17. Palcafiti i roti.

Fl f!

If a very long string is used movements 10/ to 17/ may be
repeated a number of times until there are many diamonds.



18»"^ 3^/(<^ tt'viA-A-vvoa^ iiMim 1^^

1. Hold string between thninbs and indices, hands being about six inches
apart; make a small loop by bringing right hand to left and away from
you; hold double string in mouth. Y/ith hands between hanging strings
and your body, pick up middle of long hanging loop and put in mouth
above strings already there,

2. Right and left hands have each a long loop; insert little fingers
from proximal side, into mouth loop and release strings from mouth.

3. Transfer wrist loops to thumbs,

4. Insert thumbs, fiom proximal side, into thumb loops anireturn with
radial little finger strings.

5. Pakafiti i roti. ^ :?pce ̂ ■
Continuati'bn; EGA

6. First player lov/ers hands to hold figure horizontal.

7. Second player inserts little fingers from above, into triangles
a,a, near first player's indices and brings them through diamonds
b,b; He then inserts thumbs into diamonds b,b, and brings them up

in triangles c,£. First player releases his hands.

8. Asu and fakafiti iiroti.

t^ l G

cun:
c

FI 5 IfS b

Continuation; KCtAG

9. Second player keeps hands in upright position.



18.

10. First player inserts little fingers at a,a, and holds radial

thumb strings and "ulnar index strings between little and ring

fingers; he then inserts thnmbs at a,a, and hooks back outer arms

of centra.! W.

Second player releases hands.

11. Fakafiti i roti.

Continuation; KAI PC TUSI

12. First player holds figure horizontal.

15. Second player inserts four fingers of each hand^from below, at

a,a, and th"umbs at b,b. First player releases hands.

14. Fakafiti i roti. *

fl C /jgci



16.

Continuation;

15. Second player keeps hands in upright position.

16. Pirst pla-er inserts little fingers at a,a, and brings them

out at h,h, hooks vcp the diagonal strings and then inserts thumbs

at b,b, and picks up base of figure(i.e. second player's ulnar

little finger strings).

Second player releases hands.

17. Asu,^ ■ fakafiti i roti.

flG, i/Sfe.

Continuation: MAHAIvtA

18. First player holds figure horizontal.

19. Second player inserts little fingersjfrom above, at a,a, and
bring.:, them up at b,b; he then inserts thumbs at b,b, and

brings them up at jc,c.

First player releases hands.

20. Asu ' fakafiti i roti.

j

pi c /j & f



18.

Continuation; TARO

21. Second player keeps hands in upright position.

22. First player inserts little fingers at a,a, and holds radial
thumb strings and ulnar index strings between little and ring

fingers; he then inserts thumbs at a,a, and hooks back arms of

central V.

Second player releases hands.

25. Fakafiti i roti.

Ft Q g-

Continuation: MAiUFI

24. First player keeps hands upright.

25. Second plaj^'er inserts little fingers tov/ards himself at a,a,
each little finger hooks up the two strings of hanging loops

then brings them up above upper horizontal string (i.e. ulnar

index string') hooks up that string towards himself allowing

double strings to slip off. He then inserts thumbs av/ay from

•himself at hfb, and hooks up lower horizontal string.
First player releases hands.

26. Asu, fakafiti i roti.



34B.

1.

2.

MAITINI PBDK MARAT.IA.

Navaho opening.

Insert middle, ring and little fingers,from proximal side

into index loops; close fingers over radial dorsal strings

and let -ulnar dorsal strings slip onto thumbs, hut do not

release string from crook of middle, ring and liftle

fingers.

5. Caroline Extension.

M M B

4. lay figure down, fingers pointing downwards, and release hands.

5. Insert little fingers at a,a, pick up crossed strings and

top string of figure, at the same time pick up with thumb

strings forming arms of central "V" and extend.

6. Pakafiti i roti.

■■■ \

'i V

'J
Ij^ h

Second player takes figure as in MANINI,

Rfi.o

■.m,

■  ' '.a:

-v- ^.1|



6. TOFA I A MAHAI'iA.

1. Navabio Opening.

2. Insect middle, ring and little fingers, from proximal side,

into index loops; close fingers over radial dorsal strings

and let ulnar dorsal strings slip on^o thumbs, but do not
release string from crook of middle, ring and little fingers.

3. Fakafiti i roti. This makes KO hAFAI^lA

pis.

-^1. Release thumbs, then pass them proximal to index loops, distal

to little finger, middle and ring finger loops (in this case

underneath) and return to position with ulnar little finger

strings^ release middle, ring and little fingers.

5. Repeat 2.

6, Fakafiti i roti; turn palms away from you/ then bring right

hand down, towards you and up/' and bring the^ left hand up

tov;ards the right/ and then dovm and away drom you.

This makes TOFA.

A



6. continued, (TOFA I A MiiRAMA)

Pli; dTO b

~H\\ee.

7. The figure nov; consists of ̂  interior diamonds and eight

exterior triangles, the latter based upon the two strings

running from hand to hand. A second player, with palms facing

each other, inserts little fingers from abotee into the two

triangles close to your left hand, at a_2_ aj___into the next

pair, at b, b, he inserts his thiimbs, also from distal sidej

he pushes his thumbs onwards, under the intermediate central

diamond and brings them up into the third pair of triangles

a\vay from him^ at 2.,c; his little fingers he brings up through

the triangles nearest yoxir left hand, at d, d.

8. First player releases his hands, second player extends figure.

9. First player inserts hand into central diamond and enlarges it,

then withdraws hand.

10. Second player presents back of right hand to partner who inserts

one thumbjfrom proximal side,into second player's right little
finger loop and the other thumb into his thumb loop; second

player releases right hand then takes left thumb loop on right

thumb and left little finger loop on left thumb.



6. (contiimed) (TOFA I A ViARM\A)

11. Insert all fingers into loops beside thumbs, then with middle

or indix fingers pull down double strings of central diamond

and release all other fingers; replace thumbs in loops and

repeat process.

tJ 'A/W/r '

,, .■ 1

, I- . J-:

// ■ ip

■ \

F' <? 5>c

12. Lay figure down carefiilly and note that it consists of an
uprer and lower figure. Carefully lift top layer at first

player's right hand and second player's left hand and spread

out figure to make MARAMA once more.

(
T'Kejt. G. e- r

^ t L*.> ^ ii. lcf



5( TI TASI.

Tto players sit opposite one another with hands fa-oing.

1. Position 1 on left hand of Player A; loop on right hand

little finger of Player B.

2» Player B inserts right th-umb,, from distal side, behind palmar

string of Player and returns to position,

oj.1 .y. » , ;'- ■_ ^.jusfjL,
3. Asir-'-^o-th^-players and _fakarfi±3=i^et± suJipJ^ AowaU-o-s-

^  -iijAz.
-Ajfto .

'  'i. ■- v'2/ :v L

Fi ^

Player now works with right hand, Player B/ with left hand;
A/ass little finger through figure distal to double radial thumb
strings, and pick up ulnar little finger string from proxiDial
side; then turning palm of hand to face partner pass thumb,
proximal to ulnar index string and release hand originally
holding figure.

Asu, fakafiti i roti.

Illustration TITASI /over.



49 Contirmed.
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Or

6. Keeping figure extended Player A/ makes^clockwise, Player
0^ anticlockwise sweep throngh half a circle, thus turning

figure over; it is nov/ termed Ta tua.

.  >,■ .

A

7. Both players, with free hand, insert thumb and little finger,
from above, into triangles close to hand holding figure, thumb
into figure near thumb, little finger/ near index;F^^sh hand^
thumb and little finger/ pointing down tov/ards partner,
scooping up all intermediate strings until hands meet in centre,
clasp hands_, fingers interlacing and withdraw other hand.

8. Player B/ with left hand picks up on back of Player A/'s left
handy the strings between Player A/'s index and thumb and his



49 continued.

little finger and ring finger by turning half right

and putting his hand on top of Player Ay's hand pointing in

the same direction; Allayer inserts little finger and thumb

between the abovepentioned strings and picks up thumb string
with thumb and little finger string vd.th little finger.

P

9. Player Af releases hand;^layer performs asu/ and fakafiti i roti

'.yv-r,.-'
/

i- lr ̂ I-I <n ri C

10. Player A/^with indices and th-umbs, fcltlocM'^strings of figucreo
together, hands about inches apart; this causes two little

loops to stand up in centre of figure; Player B/ releases

thumbs and indices, inserts thumbs towards one another

into loops and extends hands.

11. Each palmar string nov/ has a loop depending from it; with

opposite hand gra.sp distal string of this loop, relhase

thumb and insert away froin you into loop held by opposite

hand.

12. Asu, fakafiti i roti.

J
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Continued,

13, Do reveal figure, turn each hand clockwise for quarter of

a circle, then bring right hand palm down towards you and

lower left hand, palm down, until figure is displayed on

horizontal plane.

i'0  . :
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48.

FINGER AND THIUVIB FIGURE.

Cannot do it.

Song oiianted v/iien strings are tangled,

"Matara matara feaki

Ko pu te karupe

Ka oko mai

Ma te tokotoko

Ma te fakanifo

Nai serea serea

Ko ton. ate serea"

-;v

-4
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S% PETAKA

1. Insert thnmlDS into double^^oop^l!.
2. Pass little fingers proximal to thiiml loops and return with

both thumb strings.

3. With right index pick up,from proximal side, four left hand
palmar strings and retura; with left index^' pick up, from
proximal side and between ulnar and radial strings of right
index, four right hand palmar strings.

4. Insert thumbs,from proximal side, into index loops and
N avab 0 thumb s.

5. Release indices and pull strings taut until knot in centre is

drawn tight.

6. Release left hand then take right ulnar little finger string

in left hand and release right hand.

7. Hold figure up^while tapping on knot v/ith right index
"gount many children"

" Ta ta foi fetaka" -

"Ta ta foi fetaka" -

tapping on knot for each repetition. Lastly,
"Pakaoti bi a"

and strike the knot hard enough to break it.

Metaphor from striking nuts to open them.



5.

5"^ KTOIE

1. Position 1 on left hand. fQest w iikinq cioL'bhci,)
2. Insert right hand, from proximal side, into hanging loop,

grasp left palmar string and pull out to fmll extent and drop,

3. Repeat 2.

4. Insert right hand, from proximal side, into hanging loop, then

insert middle finger^from distal side, into left little finger
hook u-|o ulna'T little. fi»iqer shmtj, "tken inserT
loop and/^from proximal and radial side into left thtimb loop,

pull out to full extent releasing right hand from wrist loop,

5. Insert all fingers of right hand into loop beside right middle

finger.

5. By pulling on little finger side of double loop and slacking

thumb side the loop opens out.



5. c ontinued. (KUI-iE )

7. By pulling on thumb side and slacking little finger side

the knot tightens.

'. \ Vi
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25.

6' KAI POLOia

1. Position 1 with left hand only.

2. Insert right forefinger, from distal side, behind left

palmar string and pnll out to full extent and drop.

3. Insert right forefinger,from distal side, behind left palmar

string) between ulnar thumb and radial little finger

strings, pull out to full extent and drop, then insert right

thumb and little finger into hanging loop from proximal

side, (i.e. in Positiorjl| )i,

4- Insert right index, from proximal side, behind left palmar

string and return to right with palmar string.

*  5. Insert left thumb, from proximal side, into little finger loop

and return with radial little finger string; pass right thumb

distal to radial index string, proximal to ulnar index string

and return with ulnar string.

6. Pakafiti and fiavaho thunbs,

7. Release little fingers.

8. Spread thumbs and indices wide apart and turn hands palms

away from you

l-lQ.

Second Player inserts hand thro^ugh centre diamond.

First player sings;- "Kai polo ki

Kou polo ka

Koki koka"



25.

-t ^ j .
f  >,^,-j LaX-oyf^ v^O. • (

As he calls Koka he releases his left hand and pnlls figure
to right which frees second player.
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